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.Jack came running dow1:1 the_hill, closely pursued bY: the redcoats~ Dick sprang t~ the top of the
wall. took quick aim and fired. The leading pursuer received the bullet in
the shoulder and dropped his musket.
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The Liberty Boys at Quaker Hill
-

·OR-

LIVELY TIMES IN LITTLE RHODE ISLAND
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.
A BRUSH BY THE WAY.

The island of Rhode Island, upon which are situated the
old city of Newport, the town of Middletown and a few villages, was originally part of what was called the Providence
and Rhode Island Plantations.
In speaking of Rhode Island, therefore, we mean the island
and not the present State of that name.
The island was about sixteen miles long and not very wide
at an y part, the city of Newport being situated near its
southern end, having a fine harbor capable of accommodating the navies of the world.
One August day in 1778 two boys in Continental uniform
were riding along the road from Middletown to Newport.
They were approaching the northern line of works thrown
across Rhode I sland by the British, and it was necessary to
observe great caution.
The British occupied Newport, and until within a day or
so had had works at the northern end of the island, but
these had been abandoned after the arrival of the American
troops under Generals Greene and Sullivan.
The Americans were now at Quaker Hill, at the north end
of the island, about ten or eleven miles from Newport, the
upper British line being about four miles from the city.
The two boys in Continental uniform were of striking appearance and it could be seen at a glance t hat they were far
above the ordinary run of boys.
This was especially so in the case of one who wore a captain's uniform and rode a magnificent coal black horse.
The other, in the uniform of a private, rode a spirited bay
mare, not as fine as the black, but a very good animal neve rtheless.
"We ought to learn something, I think, Jack," said the boy
in the captain's uniform.
"So I should think," replied the other. "Perhaps if I went
to yonder house I might discover something concerning the
enemy."
"I think you might, Jack," replied the young captain, who
was Dick Slater, the leader of the Liberty Boys, a band of
young patriots organized to aid the cause of American independence.
His companion, the boy on the bay mare, had joined the
Liberty Boys just after the battle of Monmouth, but had alr eady become a great favorite.
He was a jolly, dashing sort of chap, brave as a lio
withal, and just the sort of fellow t o make plenty of friends
without getting con~eited over it.
His name was Jack Warren; he was just past sixteen
years of age, was handsome, brave and manly and seemed
be without fear.
There was a. house in sight up the hill back of a stone
all, and it was here that J ack thought he might learn
omething.
Upon the waters of Na rragansett Bay, in plain sight from

w.here Dick and Jack stood, were three or four British shipa
of war.
"If D'Estaing had not sailed away just as we expected to
have his help, those vessels would not come so far up the
bay, Jack,'' said Dick.
"No, but you can't place much confidence in these Frenchmen,'' said Jack, dismounting. "They are too flighty."
"But the French are our fri!i)nds, Jack," said Dick, with a
·
smile.
"Yes, because we are fighting the British, who are their
old enemies. If we were not at war with the E'nglish, the
French would not bother with us."
"You may be right, Jack, and at any rate D'Estaing, coming with his fleet and promising to send four thousand men
ashore to help us drive the British from Rhode Island, has
suddenly set off after Lord Howe and left us to do our fighting alone."
"Yes, and because Sullivan seized Quaker Hill a little in
advance of the time set, he got his back up and made a
fus s."
"You seem to be pretty well posted, Jack," laughed Dick.
"A fellow could not be with the Liberty Boys long, Dick,
and not learn a lot of the history of his country," replied
..
Jack readily.
"Very true, if he really wanted to learn, Jack."
"And now I'll go and study the geography of Rhode Island
for a little while and see if I can learn anything of the
enemy."
Jack then jumped ·over the stone wall and wa lked up the
hill toward the house he had pointed out.
The British had carried things with a high hand in Rhode
Island for the past two years and the Americans had determined to drive them out.
An attempt to do so had been made the year before, but
had failed, and now Congress thought that something ought
to be done about it.
General Greene had come down from Providence and General Sullivan had crossed over the Seaconnet Channel at
Tiverton to the east and taken possession of Quaker Hlii.
Besides the forces of the two American generals, Count
D'Estaing had promised t o send a force of four thousand
troops from his ships, but had not done so.
Instead he had left Narragansett Bay in pursuit of Lord
Howe's ships, and the Americans were now acting independently.
Dick Slater and the Liberty Boys were now at Quaker
Hill, and Dick himself, being a spy of some note, having
been employed by General Washington on many occasions,
had gone out to see what he could learn.
He had taken J ack Warren -with him, and now Jack, anxious to do something, was advancing up the hill toward the
·house.
Dick dismounted from his black horse, which was called
Major, and stood looking after Jack, the two horses standing in t he road.
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"Oh, you made her acquaintance, did you?" laughed Dick.
"You didn't lose any time, Jack?"
"I was talking with them just before the redcoats came
up. They did not see me at first. Mrs. Dame told me they
had been ordered to leave and Marcia thought it was a
shame."
"That is the young lady's name?"
"Yes. She's a very nice gfrl/1
"She's made an impression already, has she, Jack?"
laughed Dick.
"Nonsense! " said Jack, coloring. "I kno-w all about girls,
I've got a sister of my own. I just talked to her, that's all."
"All right, J ack," said' Dick, with a laugh. "I thought you
·
were huuying things, that's all."
"No, not a bit of it," and now Jack laughed himself. "I'm
not in love, Dick. She's a nice girl, though."
"Perhaps we can drive the redcoats out, and then Mrs.
1
d
d
D
ame an her aug iter can live in their house again."
"I hope so.• The enemy are carrying things altogether too
loftily in Rhode Island."
"You are quite right, Jack, and it is to be hoped that we
·
will soon be able to drive them out."
Reaching Quaker Hill, they were greeted by several of
the Liberty Boys, foremost among whom was a fine, manlylooking boy of Dick's own age, wearing the uniform of a
lieutenant.
This was Bob Estabrook, the lieutenant of the Liberty
Boys, and Dick Slater's closest friend.
Bob's sister, Alice, was Dick's sweetheart, while Edith
Slater, Dick's sister, was Bob's.
"Well, Dick, anything going on among the enemy?" asked
Bob.
"Yes, they gave J ack a lively chase, and we both had io
run fo r it. Jack stirr ed up a nest of them unawares."
"Shure an' dhe ridcoats is as bad as dhe yeller jackets,"
spoke up a jolly-looking Irish boy.
This was Patsy Brannigan.
"Well, then, we'll have to burn them out, Patsy, the same
as. we do with the hornets," declared Mark Morrison, one of
the bravest of the Liberty Boys.
"Shure an' we will, me bhy, but av anny av us gets dull
an' waifts a loively toime, all he need be <loin' is to go out on
,a. litle roide wid Dick Slater an' he'll have all dhe excoitement he wants, begorrah:''
"Yah, I bet me dot was so," said a fat German boy weighing all of two hundred pounds.
This was Carl Gookenspieler, and he and Patsy were great
friends.
"Yez are roight, Cookys~iller," said Patsy with a laugh,
"an' dhere do be loively toimes comin', no mather whedther
we do have dhe Frinchmin wid us or not."
"So the redcoats made you run, did they, Jack?" asked Ben
Spurlock, one of the liveliest and jolliest of the Liberty Boys.
"Why didn't you d1·ive them back?"
"I'll set twenty or thirty of them at you some of these
days, Ben," said Jack, "and see how well you'll drive them
away,,
"D~t poy · Shack was too many for you also, Pen, I bet
you," laughed Carl. "You don'd was got der best off him
alretty."
"And I guess that if Dick Slater ran away, there was no
dis~race in my doing so," said Jack.
CHAPTER II.
'I belave yez, me bhy," Patsy remarked. "Shure :;iv Dick
l:llather rins away, nobody ilse do have anJIY roight to
A VEXATIOUS DELAY.
shtay."
Then Jack went off with Mark and Ben to tell the story of
At the end of a mile Dick drew rein and the two boys pro- his little brush with the redcoats, while Dick took Bob off
to his tent to talk over various matters.
ceeded at a more leisurely pace.
"It is too · bad that D'Estaing went away," said Dick,
"Where did you find the redcoats, Jack?" he asked.
"At the houi:;e. They had just about come up. They are "when everything was ready for the attack."
"I think he is more anxious for personal fame than for the
making it the quarters of one of their generals."
of our ca~se," remarked Bob hotly. "He stands on
success
nothing?"
learned
you
"Then
"Except that there was a lot of them there and that they matters of etiquette and is most tenacious of what he coniiders his rights."
have turned the people out with little ceremony."
"So it would seem."
"That is always the way of the enemy. The people of the
"If he were really interested jn the cause more than in
house are patriots, then?"
slip."
"Yes, they are Quakers. They have a house in Newport, his own glory, he would let these little matters
"Well, you know, Bob, that in Europe these matters are
but live out here in summer."
"Now they will have to go back to the city, I suppose?" more thought of than in this country."with all the ancient
"And D'Estaing is a Frenchman
"Yes, if the redcoats don't turn them out of that. It's a
shame. The old lady is a fine, motherly woman an~ the hatred of Englishmen. It is his fight, not ours, that con'
cerns h~m the most. Dick."
daughter is a fine girl."

Jack disappeared behii:id some trees over the crest ot the
hill and Dick waited anxiously for his return.
The boy had not been very long with the Liberty Boys
and was apt to be a bit impetuous at times, though no one
could doubt his bravery.
Dick was therefore a little anxious about him and kept his
eye fi xed on the top of the hill over which the young fellow
had disappeared.
Crack-erack-bangl
The sound of muskets and pistols was suddenly heard.
Jack had evidently discovered the · enemy sooner than he
had expected.
Bang-bang-bang!
Things were evidently growing lively on the other side of
the hill.
Then suddenly Jaclc appeared, running at full speed.
After him came a party of r edcoats armed with muskets
and pistols.
Jack had a big pistol in his hand and now he turned and
fireq point-blank at his pursuers.
One of them staggered to his knees, but quickly got up
again and came on with a rush.
"Hurry, Jack, hurry !" cried Dick in a shrill tone. "Don't
let the redcoats catch you."
The British were g-aining on the boy, however, and blazing
away at him, besides, in the liveliest fashion.
Something must be done at once to save the young patriot.
Jack came running down the hill, closely pursued by the
redcoats.
Dicij: sprang to the top of the wall, took quick aim and
fired.
The le~ding pursuer received a bullet in the shoulder and
drnpped liis musket.
Crack-crack! Dick quickly whipped out a brace of pistols and fired.
It was not so much his purijose to kill the redcoats as to
stop them from capturing or wounding Jack.
Two of the pursuing party about to fire upon Jack were
hit in the arm and the leg, respectively.
Their shots flew wild, as a consequence.
More redcoats appeared at the top of the hill.
·On came Jack at full speed, took a flying leap and went
,
over the wall at a bound.
"It's getting too hot for us, Jack," said Dick.
"Yes, there are lively times around here just now," J,aughed
Jack.
"Mount and away, Jack!"
"All right."
In a moment the captain of the Liberty Bovs and his dashing new recruit were in the saddle and galloping up the
road at full speed.
The redcoats could not follow them, having no horses, but
.
they did fire a v_olley after the boy~. .
Then Jack whipped a brace of big pistols out of his hol.
sters an? fired.
He .wmged one of the enemy and the rest gave up the
.
.
.
pursuit. h
Then e and Dick went racmg on toward Quaker Hill and
the camp of the Libe1ty Boys.
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"Shure an' Oi don't moind," said Patsy carelessly.
Bob Estabrook was an .impetuoJs, .outspoken fellow, who
"Humbug!" snorted Carl.
always gave free vent to his opinions.
They had ridden four or five miles when Dick called a
"I don't like the way he has acted in this affair at all "
Bob went on. "He has stuck out for orders of precedenc~ halt and said :
"I think we might divide our party and set off in two or
has delayed this and that, and now when we are all ready
sails away to give battle to Lord Howe on the sea, when our three directions so as to cover more ground."
Dick, Bob, Sam and Ben went off toward the bay, Mark,
one object is to drive 1 the -British out of Rhode Island. I've
Jack and a boy by the name of Phil Waters keeping straight
no patience with him.'
Bob was not alone in his adverse opinion of D'Estaing ahead, while Patsy, Carl and the rest went to the eastward,
for there were many who criticised him just as severely and toward Seaconnet Channel.
'
The three boys were riding along, keepin~ an eye on
Dick was well aware of it.
"Well, let us hope for the best, Bob," he said. "It will be the road ahead of them, when they suddenly heard a scream.
.
In an instant they dashed arouhd a clump of trees which
only a matter of a delay of a day or so."
"It may be longer than that, Dick. There's a storm com- hid the road in front of them.
ing up outside and we don't know how long it may last."
"Hello, that's Miss Dame!" shouted Jack.
"It does look threatening, for a fact, Bob," said Dick, who
A young girl w~s seen in the road struggling with a
had been studying the weather. "Still, I don't see how we British officer who was trying to kiss her.
are going to help it."
The three boys raced toward the redcoat with a shout.
"We can't," said Bob, impatiently, "and that's just what
"Here, clear out, you redcoat!" shouted Jack.
ma~es me mad. If we could help it, it would be all right."
The English officer, seeing three boys in Continental uniDick laughed, for he was used to Bob's impulsive way, and form coining, suddenly retreated.
then went out to have another look at the weather.
The boys dismounted, and Jack said:
Quaker Hill was one of the highest eminences in Rhode
"We heard you scream and came at once. Was that redIsland, commanding a fine view of the bay and of Seaconnet coat trying to kiss you?"
Channel.
"Yes, the impudent upstart was. You are the boy whom
There was every indication of a heavy storm, the wind the soldiers tried t o catch the other day, are you not?"
increasing
of
prospect
every
with
sma1·tly
beginning to blow
"Yes, I'm Jack Warren. These are two of the Liberty
·
Ito a gale.
Mark Morrison and Phil Water9. This is Marcia
Boys,
accompanied
indeed,
The next morning it blew a gale
boys."
Dame,
with rain, and the men in camp were most uncomfortable.
pleased to meet ;my of the Liberty Boys," said the
am
"I
were
men
the
By night scarcely a tent was left standing,
especially just now."
"and
girl,
drenched, the powder was saturated, many of the horses
Mark and Phil said they were very glad to be of any serdied and there was great suffering.
vice to ·a patriot girl and hoped that she had not been frightThe Liberty Boys had taken extra care to protect them- ened.
selves, and being at the base of the hill, their tents did not
"I was not frightened," said Marcia, "but I was angry at
suffer as much as those of the regula~ or of the lnilitia, that insolent officer, and so I screamed.''
their horses also being well looked after.
"Is he one of the party who took your mother's house
· "Shure an' Oi'm glad we're not on dhe top av dhe hill, without asking leave?" asked Jack.
Cookyspiller," said Patsy, strengthening his tent ropes.
"Yes, and constantly annoys me by his attentions, although
"Yah, I bet me," said Carl, "we would blowed avay been he must see that they are most distasteful to me."
in a hurry off we was dere, I bet you.''
"That does not stop a Briton from taking what he wants,
"Yis, an' me tint wor blown down as it was, but av Oi
kisses," said Phil.
wor up dhere, dhe 'hole t'ing wud have gone, an' me wid it. whether it be property or used
as quarters by the British?"
"And is your house still
Yez may be t'ankful dhat yez are so fat, Dootchy.''
asked Jack.
"For why dot was?"
"Yes. We are in the little cottage back of the house, but
"Becos av yez wor not, yez wud blow away in dhe wind,
,
,
is not so convenient."
it
down
wor
yez
t'ing
good
a
It's
iverything.
tint, horse an'
"And these high-handed redcoats, with their boasted arishere."
tocracy, turned you and your mother out?" asked Phil.
"Yah, I bet me."
"Yes," said Marcia.
blowin'
go
yez
see
to
t'ing
"Shure an' it wud be a funny
"It's a confounded shame," said Plu1.
out to say loike a balloon, Cookyspiller, an' nivel,' shtoppin'
"So it is," said Mark, 1'but wait a few days and we'll turn
till yez got to France. Dhat's a free passage yez wud loike,
out."
'em
me bhy."
"I say, boys," chuckled Jack, "perhaps we won't have to
"No, sir, I don'd was lige dot.''
"Shure an' av yez loike dhe say no bether nor mesilf. wait a few days to turn 'em out."
"What do you mean, Jack?" asked Mark. "You've got an
Cookyspiller, yez'll niver l'ave Ameriky. It makes me dhat
·•
sick dhat Oi can't avin mintion it widout gettin' a funny idea, I know."
"These are some of the fellows that made me go tearing
feelin' at me shtummick. Shure an' Oi d-o be feelin' it now."
day till I was all out of breath.''
'£hen Patsy got to work on his tent again to make it' more down the 1hill the otherand
Phil, at the same moment.
"Well ? ' said Mark
secure.
"Now we'll give them a fright and see how they like havThe storm lasted for two days longer, and the troops were
Come ahead, we'll turn 'em out, and if they
in a deplorable state, and yet their courage and ardor were ing totorun.
occupy property that doesp't belong to them, let
want
not abated.
In ·anticipation of D'Estaing's speedy return, they deter- them take the cottage.''"They'd tum ladies out and now we'll
"Good," cried Phil.
mined to advance to within a much less distance of the
turn them out."
enemy's lines and to begin offensive opera~ions.
Marcia laughed at the idea, but said:
Prior to this move, while they were still at Quaker Hill,
"You must not take too great a risk, boys. There may be
Dick Slater set off on horseback with a party of the Liberty
a large party there."
Boys to do some reconnoitering for General Greene.
"Oh, we can get more if we want 'em," declared Jack.
Bob Estabrook, Mark Morrison, Jack W!il'ren, Ben SpurSlater is not far off."
"Dick
more
four
or
three
and
Carl
Patsy,
lock, Sam Sanderson,
"I'll go ahead and see how many of them are in the house."
went with Dick, all being mounted and well armed and ready
"May I go with you?" asked Phil.
for any emergency.
''Why, yes, of course, but I thought I'd go ahead to warn
It was not long before one came up and they were able 'to
you."
,
show their mettle.
Phil went ahead, leading his horse, while Mark winked at
J--Jack, laughed and said:
"That looks like a cutout, Jack, doesn't it?"
CHAPTER III.
"No, not at all. I have no more claim to the girl than
TURNING OUT THE REDCOATS.
any one else.''
"But you introduced her to Phil, and now he walks off with
"Shure an' Oi'm glad dhe rain an' dhe wind do be over,"
her," laughed Mark, who was disposed to tease Jack.
remarked Patsy as they rode on.
"Well, I have no objection, if she has not. Phil is a good
"Maybe you was got der vind und der rain off dose pullets
fellow and she is a good girL"
pooty a.wi~" said Carl "How You was lia'.e dose?"
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They beat a hasty retreat, but Dick did not pursue them
any great di:Jtance.
"That will pay for the run they gave you the other day,
Jack," he said, with a laugh.
"That's what I wanted to do," said Jack, "and I would
have liked to keep them running clear into Newport."
"It's very likely they will send back a larger party from
the outer line," observed Dick, "and we may as well fall
back."
"We gave them a good scare, at any rate," declared Bob,
"and that is something, and then we a.re not running away
from a party smaller than our own."
The boys now retraced their steps, stopping at the house
on their way.
Dick spoke to Mrs. Dame, who was a fine-looking Quaker
lady of middle age, and with a most aristocratic air.
"Remain in your own house, madam," said Dick, "and do
not glve it up to these arrogant redcoats. The cottage is
quite good enough for them, if they want to make their
quarters here."
While the Libe1ty Boys halted, Phil Waters took occasion
to talk to Miss Marcia, which caused Mark to say, teasingly,
to Jack:
"He isn't losing any time, is he, Jack? He'll cut you out,
if you are not careful."
"Why don't you cut him out, Mark?" asked Jack.
"Oh, but I've got a girl of my own, you know,'' dE1clared
Mark.
'·Well, how do you know I haven't one also?" asked Jack,
with a grin.
"Have you? You never told me."
"I don't tell all I know," chuckled Jack, and Mark gave up
his teasing.
As Dick had said they might, the i·edcoats presently sent
a still larger pa1ty against them.
The gallant boys made a dash as if to charge, fired a volley, wounding several redcoats, and then wheeled in a body
and escaped.
"Well, I'm satisfied now,'' said Jack Warren, with a laugh.
"Shure, dhin, an' Oi'm not, me bhy," declared Patsy emphatically. "Oi'd loike to dhroive dhim aU inter dhe bay
beyant, an' kape dhim dhere, begorrah!"
The l'edcoats did not pursue the little party for any great
distance, evidently fearing , a trap of some sort.
The little party got away safely, therefore, and returned
to camp.
Shortly afterward the Americans advanced in three divisions to within two miles of the enemy's lines and began
,
erecting batteries.
When these were finished they began bombarding the
works of the British.
Haying gained this much, they did not advance again, but
waited ;for D'Estaing's return, expecting him to join them
upon his arrival.
The day after the advance of the Americans Dick went
to General Greene's headquarters at Middletown.
The general knew Dick's ability as a spy and said:
"I would like to have you go into Newport, Captain Slater,
ascertain if you can. the exact strength of the enemy and
find out if any counter movements are to be made against
·
us."
"I will gladly do so, general," said Dick. ."I had contemplated making just such a trip on my own account."
"Do so, then, and report to me upon your return. See
General Sullivan also, as he may have instructions."
Sullivan was · quartered five miles from Newport, and on
is way to the city Dick stoppeq to see and confer with
him.
There were many farms outside the city and many of the
farmers went to Newport to sell their produce.
Early one morning before the heat of the day a farmer's
wagon loaded with produce, covered by a heavy tarpaulin
• and drawn by two strong horses, approached the British
CHAPTER IV.
lines.
It was driven by a bearded man of fifty, who was accomIN THE CITY.
panied by a smooth-faced boy dressed in rough clothing and
wearing a coarse straw hat.
"Going into town, Farmer Peckham?" asked the sentry.
'!'he redcoats were on foot, while the Liberty Boys were
,
"Yaas, I got a load o' truck ter sell, an' I thort I'd make
mounted, which gave Dick's party the advantage.
Dick and his brave boys charged with a rush and a roar, an 'arly start."
"Who's the boy? I never saw him before."
uttering ringing s'houts.
"He's m' hi~ help an' I'm takin' him 'long ter look arter
The enemy seemed to think that a regiment was upon
th' hosses."
them.

"You didn't think anything of the sort," laughed Jack.
"You want to say that you thought she was my girl, but you
did not think so at all."
"And you don't mind Phil's walking off with her like
that?"
"No, why should I? I never saw her before the other day.
Hello, Phil is signalling."
The two boys jumped on their horses and rode forward at
a gallop.
Phil and Marcia were waiting for them at the top of a
little hill.
"There's only one or two of 'em in the house," said Phil.
"Good," laughed Jack. "We'll go at them all a-flying and
rout them out of that."
Mark laughed and said:
"All right, Jack; we'll do· it and make these fellows pay
for setting you to running the other time."
Then the three Liberty Boys went racing toward the
house with loud shouts.
"Down with the redcoats; liberty forever!" they yelled.
In a moment two redcoats came tearing out of the house
in great alarm.
"After them," shouted Jack, firing his pistol.
The redcoats tore down the road, two or three more coming out of the house and following them post haste.
They had got the idea that there was a full company of
Continentals coming after them and they fled in great haste.
Then the three boys rode to the cottage, back of the large:i;
house.
.
Mrs. Dame came out ind Jack said :
"We won't have you turned out of your house, ma'am,
for a lot of redcoats."
"Jack is right, madam," added Mark. "It's a shame."
"Come on, fellows," said Jack, "and throw out these, redcoats' belongings."
"Hello, there's Dick and Bob," cried Phil.
Dick's party now came up, the young captain asking:
"~een in a fight, boys?"
"No, but we gave a few redcoats a fright to pay for the
surprise I had the other day." .
Jack then told what they proposed doing.
"Good," said Bob. "It's a shame that these ladies should
be turned out for a party of high!handed officers. Why,
Washington himself would not do it, and these men are not
generals by any .means."
1
The boys then quickly set to work and threw the baggage
of the redcoats into the front dooryard.
"There's something else we want to get rid of," said Dick.
The British flag was flying from a window on the floor
above.
"I'll soon have that down,'' cried Jack.
'!'hen he ran indoors, hurried upstairs, pulled the flag from
the staff and threw it on the ground.
"I say," said Bob, as the flag fluttered down; "I see some
redcoats coming."
"We'll be ready for them," said Dick, giving a shrill
whistle.
In a short time Patsy, Carl and their party came up.
Dick then lined up his little party in the road, the redcoats being seen now quite distinctly.
There were more than there were of the Liberty Boys.
The latter were so disposed, however, as to. seem to be
more than they were.
"Get your servants to move your things into the house,
Mr. Dame,'' said Dick. "If these redcoats want an outpost
here, let them take the cottage. It is quite good enough for
them."
"An' betther," said Patsy. "Shure dhe pigshty wud be
good enuff."
"Charge!" said Dick suddenly, and straight for the redcoats flew the daring boys.
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"Well, he doesn't look as if he knew enough for even
that," the man laughed.
"~, he ain't over bright, but he's clever an' does what I
tell him, an' I guess that's 'bout all I c'n expect."
"Well, look out that he doesn't let any one steal your
horses, Mr. Peckham,'' laughed the sentry. "Why, he doesn't
look as if he knew enough to go in when it rain,s."
The boy on the wagon seat stared stupjdly all this time
as though he had no idea that the sentry's remarks referred
to him.
.
.
.
The farme~· drove ?n, and. m time passed the second lme,
and at last Dick was m the city.
"It. doe~ not do to ~?dge by ~ppei;ira.nces, Mr. Pec~ham,"
he said .w:th a l~ugh, for I don t think I am as stupid as I
looked Just now.
"I guess not," chuckled the farmer, "and if that smart
sentry had knowed I had the cute patriot spy, Dick Slater,
in my wagon, he'd 've opened his eyes a bit, I gues~." .
"That shows that it does not do to be too sure," said Dick.
"I'm obliged to you for the lift and will try to go out with
you when you leave."
Dick then took leave of the farmer, who was a staunch
patriot and set off on his tour in search of information'.
The British generals were quartered in various residences
of the town which they had taken possession of without
asking leave' of the owners.
One of these was on the hill not far froI? the queer old
Norse ruin, known even then as the "old mrll,'' b~t at that
t ime having a roof and being three or four f,eet higher than
now.
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CHAPTTR V.
LIVELY TIMES.

When Dick had gine to the city Jack Warren, Mark Morrison and Phil Waters set out on a little tour o.f their own.
Bob Estabrook, who was left in charge of the camp, gave
them permission to leave, but warned them not to go too
far away.
"You want to look out how you go off with Jack, Phil,"
,.said Bob. "He's the greatest fellow to get into scrapes." (
"Oh I can look out for myself I think " laughed Phil.
"Ma'.rk is pretty good for getti~g into trouble, too," added
Bob, "but he isn't anything like Jack."
"Then I'll have to take care of them," retorted Phil with
a grin.
The three boys set out on their horses and rode till they
came in sight of Mrs. Dame's house before they began to
exercise any caution.
"The flag is down from the cottage," remarked Phil. "The
redcoats must have thought we were getting too close to
them."
"There's a fellow over in the eld that would object to
the red flag, I fancy," chuckled Jack. "He seems to be excited 'over something now."
"I don't see any one," muttered Mark. "Where do you see
hi~, Jack?"
.
,,,
.
.
'
~y George, th~re is some one. cried Phil. "In danger,
tooP.h"l
l"ttl h d f th
t
d
Id
i was a i e a ea o
e res , an cou see :more of
the field than they could.
Dick knew the residence in which the British general was
There was a bull in the field, and it was to him that Jack
quartered and determined to get within, if possible, so as refened.
.
to learn what he could of the enemy's movements.
Ascending a little rise, Phil ·saw Marcia Dame hurrying
, There was a path along one side of the house leading to
the r ear and Dick walked around that way and found a negro across the field towards the road.
1
The bull was tossing his head and stamping
and now he
woman standing at a window.
started toward the girl with a rush.
"Want any farm "truck to-day?" he asJced.
Phil saw in an instant that Marcia could not reach the
"Bl ess you' haht, son, we done got in eve'yt'ing a'ready," wall
·a head of the bull.
the negress said, with a broad smile.
He sprang from his horse and leaped over the wall.
"Goin' ter be pooty hot to-day," Dick ventured.
Not wishing to kill the bull, he seized a good-sized stone
"Yaas, Ah reckon it am, but yo' cain't get it too hot fo' from the top of the wall.
·
m e," and the woman laui;hed.
He let drive with this full at the animal's head.
"Yer don' mind my settin' here in th' shade?"
It struck him squarely in the forehead and dazed him.
"No, sah, yo' jus' take you' comfo't.".
"
"Good boy, Phil; let him have another,'' cried Jack.
"Yer got er lot er gin'rals an' sech m ther ;house, hain't
Phil had not waited for Jack's suggestion.
yer?"
He picked up another stone and hurled it with great precision.
" 'Deed we has, but Ah don't keer fo' dem."
It struck the bull on the · forehead and brought him to a
"Yer don't?" in surprise. "I never see er gin'ral. How
halt.
do they look 7"
"Run, Marcia, run, I'll look out for him," cried Phil.
"H'm! dey don't look no diff'rent ·from anybody else.
Then he seized four or five smaller stones and began a
Dey're jus' men dat's all," returned the woman scornfully.
,;But a;n•t they got red coats an' plumes an' gold all over regular bombardment with them.
He struck the bull on the forehead, on the nose, in the
'em? I'd like ter see er gin'raL"
and on the sidei putting in one after another shot with
"Lawsee ef yo' wants to see 'em, jus' yo' go upstaihs eyes
rapidity.
an' look at' 'em honey. Yo'll find 'em walkin' around thick as great
The result of this fusillade was that the bull gave a sudbees 'round a •iassy jug. 'Tain't nuffin' ter see 'em."
den snort, turned about and went bellowing across the field
"Right up these sta,irs ?" asked Dick.
.
with his tail in the air.
"Yaas, raight up here. Lawsee, ef yo' keer fur dem
Then Phil lifted Marcia over the wall and said:
t'ings, yo' is welcome, Ah'm shuah. Ah don' hab no time
"There, you're all right now, and he has gone. You are
ter look at dem an' Ah don't keer 'fo' dem nohow."
not hurt?"
"I'd jus' like ter see er gin'ral powerful!" declared Dick.
"No, but I was terribly frightened. I did not know he yras
"Waal, yo' jus' go up an' look at dem, but Ah reckon yo'll in the field. He is not usually kept there."
·
"You're a great marksman, Phil," said Jack, with a laugh.
be plumb disapp'inted, son."
"Yes, it was fine to see him bombarding that }lull with
Dick entered the house and went up the backstairs· to the
stones,'' added Mark.
main floor.
"But you had nothing red about you," said Jack. "That
Knowing the plan ' of most of the houses of that time,
Dick knew just where to go and · in a short time he w,as in bull violated precedent entirely."
Phil and Marcia walked toward the house together, Jack
an ante-room beyond, which was a large room used as an and
Mark following.
·
office by the general.
r.
"Have the redcoats left the cottage?" asked Phil.
Advancing carefully, Dick listened and heard the officers
"Yes, they evidently thought that you were getting too
discussing certain matters of interest.
close to them."
In a few minutes he .heard enough to satisfy l).im c9nce:rn"We may be closer yet, and I'd like to see them driven out
ing the enemy's intentions and then made his way out· and of Rhode Island," replied Phil decidedly.
downstairs without being discovered.
"I hope they will be," answered Marcia. "You Liberty
"Waal, son, wha' yo' fink o' dem sojer mans now?" asked Boys will feel very proud at helping to drive them out, won't
the negress.
you?"
"I guess they 'ain't much," said Dick. ''l'd rather see
"Yes," said Phil.
Gin'ral Wash'ton any time," and then he went away quite
Reaching the house, where Mark and Jack soon Joined
matisfied with his visit.
them, Mrs. Dame asked them all in, sayin~;
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"I am glad that I can invite thee in without f ear of the
redcoats giving thee alarm."
"I haven't got over that first chase they gave me yet," said
J ack, "and ever y t ime I g et a cl;ance to make ~ redcoat run,
I'm going to do it."
"T}lee should not harbor reveng e, my boy," said the lady,
with a pleasant smile.
"Peri1aps not, ma'am, but I do j:µst the same," said Jack.
"I am glad to know that t he redcoats have left your house,
Mrs. Dame," observed Mark. "It's a shame to have to furnish lodging f or the enemy."
"It is indee'd a wrong, as thee says, my boy, but there are
many things that might be worse."
"Yes f or some of these redcoats would not even allow you
a cott:{ge t o live in while t hey occupied the mansion."
"No," said Jack, "the:). 'd take that for a stable, as they
used t he old Sou th Meeting House in Boston."
"Yes and th e patriot.. drove them out of it, just as we
will drlve them out of R~-~de lsland/' said Mark.
"Well, we may have bvfile lively times doing it,· but we'll
do it just the same."
.
.
Phil and Marcia were over by a wmdow engaged 11'1. an
animated conversation, th~ others being in the front part of
the room.
,
J a ck chanced to glance out of" the window presently, and
at once he exclaimed:
"I don't want to shorten a pleasant visit, but I see _som~
of the enemy coming up, and they can see our horses plamly.
Mark shot a glance out of t he window and said:
"J ove ! you're r ight, J ack. There's no time to be lost!" .
The boys at once made a rush for the door and their
horses, which the r edcoats had seen just as Jack had declared they would.
·
_
.
.
.
They were racing toward them with the idea of capturmg
them.
·
J ack had no notion of losing hls favo rite bay mare, however, and he fairly flew to the gate.
"Do'vn with 'em, boys,'' cri ed Mark, fi ring a shot and putting a bullet through the cocked hat of the leading redcoat.
The bovs were all on their horses by this time, and J a ck
followed Mark's shot with another .
'
"I wish we could mllke them take t o their heels," he said,
''but t hey are too many for us."
Away went the thre~ boys, but the redcoats did not follow
them t o any great distl!Jlce.
.
"They're afraid of falling into some sort of a trap," said
Jack, presentlv looking back. "We're safe enough . They
ai·e not following us."
"I don't see why they could not have stayed away," mutt ered Phil impatiently, and J ack ;md Mark looked at each
other and laughed.
Rea('.hing the camp at last, Bob met them and asked:
"Well, did you find out anything '1 "
"Onlv that the redcoats are sending out scouting parties,
the same as we are," replied Mark. "They gave Jack a
chance to show the speed of that bay mare of hls."
"J thoup-ht you'd get into trouble," laughed Bob.
"Well. Phil stopped to interview a bull/' chuckled Jack,
"and after that we had t o go to the hou!le, and then-well,
then the redcoats came along. Some fe1lows tilquire such
a Jong time to sav 'how d'ye do' to their girls."
Then Phil hlushPd and Mark and Jack chuckled and Bob
had to have the whole story.
"S ,nre an' Qi knowed dhat av dhim t 'ree fell eys wint out
be dhimsilves, dhey'd get int o some soort av thr ouble,"
laughed Patsy.
"Dot was nodings," said Carl. "You was into droubles
got vour~elluf efery dime you was went ouid."
"Go'n wid yez, Cookyspi!ler, Qi rlon't,'' retorted Patsy.
"It's on'y phwin Oi do be wid ye dhat somet'ing happens,
beJZorr:ih.''
" Dot was so alretty, but you don'd wa s went ouid off I
don'd was went mit you to took care off you alretty.''
The boys laughed and Patsy retorted :
"Go'n wid vez. Cook yspiller ; yez can't t ake care av yersilf,
let alone luck afther me."
"You both need taking care of, as f ar as that goes,"
laughed Bob, "for you're all the t ime gett ing either into
trouble or in mischief."
In t ime Dick came back from the city and the Liberty
Boys were greatly interested in hearing the st ory of his
adventures.
"There's nothing been heard from either O'EstaiD.£" or

Howe a~ yet," Dick said to Bob, "and the enemy are waiting,
the same as we are."
"I don't believe we can depend very much upon the count
when he does get back," declared Bob, and 4is words proved
most prophetic.
CHAPTER VI.
TAKING THE ENEMY UNAWARES.

The next day Dick and Bob set off on their horses to
reconnoiter.
The British lines stretched right ac:t,0ss the island, which
at this point, four miles from Newport, was quite narrow.
On the west there seemed to be a ' sharper watch kept, and
the greater part of the ships were on that side.
In the east side toward Sachwest Point the British had
fortified Barker's Hill so that the best point at which to
penetrate the lines seemed to be the center.
Dick did not care so much to get through as to note
whet her the lines had been advanced or been made any
stronger in anticipat ion of an attack b y the Americans.
Making their wa y partly by the roa d and partly across
fields and through t he woods, they r eached a r oa d running
alongshore, the ships being plainly seen in the distance.
They were still without the British lines :when they espied
a house by the roadside and saw a redcoat come out of it
and walk down to the water.
He had not seen them and they now watched the ho\lse
from behindr.i tree. •
In a moment two more British soldiers left the house and
walked down to the water.
Advancing cautiously on foot, letting their horses follow
slowly, they soon saw what had taken the soldier s to the
water.
They were preparing for a swim in the bay.
Tethering the horses, Dick and Bob advanced rapidly, but
cautiously, keeping trees, bushes or stone walls between
them and the redcoats.
There might be more in the house, and this they wanted
to ascertain.
Stealing forward alone, Dick approached the house in the
rear and looked in at a window.
The window was irt a small rear room, but he could see
through this to a front room where a British officer sat writing at a desk.
Signaling to Bob to come up, Dick told him what he had
seen.
"I don't think there are any more in the house," he said,
"and I guess we can get his papers. They may be of use to
us.''
"How are we going to find out if he is alone?" asked Bob.
"By entering the house. The fellows in the water won't
trouble us."
"No, I should say not," 1aughed Eob. "They are not in
dress parade togs just at present."
Then the boys entered the house by the tear door, passed
rapidly to the front and surprised the officer at his desk
wtjting.
He was starting to his feet, attempting to draw his pistols
at sight of two of the enemy, wlten Dick saiq quietly:
"Pray be seated. Lieutenant, you will please' take charge
of those despatches. We may want them."
"You're a couple of--"
1
' Saucy rebels,'1 interrupted Bob with a laugh, as he took
up the · finished despatches. "We are quite accustomed to
that sort of compliment.''
"Pray fini sh the despatch you are enga ged upon," said
Die~ with extravagant courtesy.
"! Wofi't," retortild the officer, doggE!dly.
Dick whipped out his pistol in a trice and said sternly:
"Sit down and finish that despatch."
The officer sat down and took UJ? his pen.
Then he began ·to write something that had nothing to do
with the matter in hand.
"Write what you were going to write," said Dick sternly,
"I am not one to be trifled with."
"Allow me to make you acquainted with Captain Slater,
of the Liberty Boys,'' said Bob. "I know that you English
are great sticklers for ceremony and that you would not
even save a girl from dro\Vlling unless you had been introduced to her, and so 1 conform to your ideas. Captain, in·
traduce me to the lieutenant."
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Bob, which the impetuous young fellow readily un"This is Lieutenant Estabrook, of the Liberty Boys, Con- ture to
.
derstood.
tinental Army," said Dick.
Dick had seen a party of redcoats approaching along"I am Lieutenant Wilson, captain," said the British officer,
shore.
awed by Dick's superior rank.
It was quite time for them to be going.
"Very pleased to meet you, Lieutenant Wilson, under the
In fact, as they left the house and hurried to the place
circumstances," said Dick. "If you please, I would be happy w~re
their horses had been tethered, the enemy saw them
·
despatch."
• to have you fini sh the
.
.
chase.
gave
.
and
redcoat.
"And if I don't?" asked the
Dick and Bob were on their horses m a moment, howFor i:eply Dick flourished his pistol.
pursuit.
ever, and were soon safe from
"Needs must when the--"
"Americans drive" laughed Bob, finishing the quotation.
The lieutenant ,;as deeply chagrined at being force~ to
finish the despatches, but he saw that Dick was determined
CHAPTER VII..
and that there was no help for it.
Then, too, Bob relieved him of his pi st? ls an~ said: .
THE BOYS ARE DISAPPOINTED.
"It's a pity to interrupt those fellows m tl~eir talk, Dick 1
for I know that that is one of the sacred duties of an EngIn two or three days Count D'Estaing returned, but not
.
.
,,
lislunan, but--"
flushed with victory, as he had expected.
"They hav~ pistols with them, you mean, Bob, said Dick
He came back with disabled vessels, having had several
with smile.
engagements with the ene~y, in _which both had suffered,
"Yes."
and neither had won a decided victory.
"Go and relieve them of the dangerous -articles. LieutenUpon leaving the harbor both the French and English
ant Wilson will make no trouble, I am certain."
fleets had contested for the weather gage for an entire
"You are a couple of--"
r
day.
"Were you going to say saucy rebels?" asked Bob as he
Then the storm came on and lasted for two days, which
left the house.
separated the belligerents, and nothing could be done.
'I\vo of the French ships were dismasted and the count's
"Impe1tinent fellows," finished the officer.
. .
"That is better," laughed Dick. "You don't know how flagship lost her rudder and all her masts.
In this condition she was borne down upon by a British
tiresome the other expression has become. Don't let me
. frigate and received a broadside, but sustained little dam.
interrupt you, my dear sir. Pray finish." .
"How did you manage to get so near w1t~out bemg dis- age.
Then there were individual engagements between French
covered?" the officer a sked.
"Because we are used to acting rapidly. We saw four and English ships in which much damage was done, but
men go to the shore to take their longed-for swim and we no victory obtained on either side.
Fin.ally the French ships . returned and .General Greene
,,
.
judged that you would be alone."
and Lafayette visited D'Estamg . on board his vessel to con"But we are not a stone's throw from our lmes. "I don't know who threw the stone," laughed Dick, "but sult with him on the course to be pursui;:d.
They urged him to return with his fleet into Newport
he must have been a David or some other wonder. 'l'he
man who can throw a stone a quarter of a mije is WOI"th harbor, rep1·esenting that the Briti3h garrison, disappointed
at not receiving provision and ammunition from Lord Howe,
knowing."
"How did you know that?" asked the redcoat, with a were dispirited and would no doubt sulTender without re•
"d sistance.
,,
sickly slnile.
D'E'staing was disposed to comply, but his officers in"Oh I did not arrive in Rhode Island yesterday, s:;i.i
Dick. ' "But you are temporizing, lieutenant. Pray finish sisted upon his proceeding to Boston harbor for repairs to
his ships.
the despatch, and be sure that you get. it right." .
He yielded to them and sailed for Boston, leaving the
Then the officer applied himself to his work wit}l. great
to take care of themselves.
Americans
diligence.
There was a great deal of disgust in the camp of the
Meanwhile Bob Estabrook's appearance on the beach had Liberty Boys when all this was known.
.
created a great commotion.
"I told you we could not rely upon those Frenchmen,"
The instant he appeared the three redcoats in the water sputtered Mark.
made a hasty scramble for the shore.
"The count is looking out for himself, and we can go
"Don't distress yourselves, men," Bob said, with provoking hang," declared Jack angrily. "Never mind, we have looked
politeness. "Stay right where you are. I could not think out for ourselves so far and we can do it still."
of interrupting a gentleman's bath. Pray do not come out."
"The French are fighting the English, not helping us,"
The pistols which he pointed ·at them, more than his avowed Ben Spurlock.
•
the
in
remain
to
polite manner, persuaded the redcoats
"It's just what Inight have been expected," growled Sam
water.
Sanderson.
Then he examined the three piles of clothes, nicely ar"Shure, an' we are Americans, annyhow," muttered Patsy,
ranged on the sand beyond the reach of the waves, and "an' we want nothin' to do wid dhim parley vooses at
quickly removed the pistols and cartridge boxes thera- all, at all."
from.
"Yah, dot was so, we was been Americans alretty," snorted
"Hi, there, you rebel, what are you doing?" yelled the Carl. "What we want mit dose frock eaders off Vrenchmen.
men? We was got along mit oursellufs all right, I bet
"Those things might go off and hurt you," laughed Bob, you."
There was a great deal of adverse comment expressed
"so I am guarding against accident."
"Hello, lieutenant, rebels!" yelled the three unhappy red- against Count D'Estaing at that ti\ne for his conduct in
the matter.
coats in the water, with one voice.
It was not strange, therefore, that the Libe1ty Boys should
"You are ruining your voices to no purpose," sa"d Bob,
with a gri;n. "My dearest friend, Captain Dick Slater, of have declared themselves as they did.
In justification of D'Estaing, however, historians asse1t
the Liberty Boys, is taking excellent care of Lieutenant Wilson. Continue your bath, my man. It is a warm day and that he was disliked by his officers, who considered it an
affront that a land officer should be placed over them, and
you will really feel all the better for a swim."
Bob's consideratio11 for the redcgats was most refresh- cast ~very impediment in his way, insisting in this particular instance that he should go to Boston instead of reing under the cireumstances.
They did not shQw the appreciation of his solicitude, maining at Newport.
The Liberty Boys were boys of the time, however, and
which they might have done, however, for they fumed and
voiced the general opinion.
fretted and used very intemperate language.
"Never mind, Bob," said Dick, when the young lieutenant
Bob simply chuckled, however, removed all the weapons
which Inight be used against him and Dick and went up was sputtering his disgust, "we have got on so far without the French, and we can probably continue to do so."
to the house.
"Yes, of course we ran," declared Bob; "but I, don't like
Dick had forced the lieutenant te complete the despatches,
•
11.nn now. looking out of the window. made a significant e:es- this delay on one account."

a
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On came the redcoats, with a shout, anticipating an easy
•What is that, Bob?"
"A lot of those militiamen and volunteers expected that capture.
"Surrender, you rebels!" they yelled.
we were going to fight at once and drive the British from
Marcia had now recovered her strength somewhat and
Rhode Island, and they are getting discouraged."
"I am afraid so myself, Bob," replied Dic~c, "but let us wa,s ' able to go faster.
Phil hurried ahead, his horse following.
hope that something will be done soon so that they will be
Mark and Jack increased their pace, keeping Phil in front
satisfied."
of them.
"Leave me, Phil," said the girl. "The enemy won't trouble
CHAPTER VIII.
me and you can escape."
"Surrender, you rebels, or we will fire !" shouted the redPHIL'S BRAVERY.
coats.
Bob Estabrook's declaration that the volunteers, disPhil went on faster now and Mark and Jack kept him
gusted at what they deemed the perfidy of D'Estaing and just ahead of them.
despairing of success, would -leave for home, proved to be
Reaching the house, Marcia ran in at the gate.
.
quite correct.
Phil then jumped upon his horse and the three boys set
They began to leave the next day in great numbers.
off at a gallop.
"There's a probability of our losing between two and three
After them raced the redcoats, firing hyo or three shots,
thousand of them, Dick," said Bob.
which flew wild.
"Can nothing be done to stop them, Bob?" asked Dick.
Then the boys returned the fire, wounding two of the
"No, I have tried to induce them to stay, but they won't redcoats slightly.
have."
I
than
better
any
succeed~d
has
else
one
and no
"I just want to show them that we can hit something,"
"It's very unfortunate."
said Jack. "I don't want to kill anyone.';
in
and
numbers,
great
in
leaving
were
The volunteers
The redcoats, ,angered by the fire of the boys, dashed
two· days nearly three thousand had departed for their homes, after them at greater Speed.
expedition.
despairing of the success of the
And then Dick Slater, Bob and half a dozen of the LibDuring this time, Dick, wishing to learn if the enemy erty Boys appeared in the road ahead of them.
out
sent
doing,
knew of this defection and what they were
At the same moment Patsy, Car l and three or four more
two or three parties of the Liberty Boys to reconnoiter.
galloping along a lane which led into the main road.
came
Mark Morrison, Jack Wan-en and Phil Waters comprised
"Hurrah!" shouted Mark. "Now, then, Liberty Boys, let
one of these parties.
have it!"
Mark was not only one of the bravest, but also one of them
The three parties joined forces in a few moments.
the most trusted of the Liberty Boys.
There were now from eighteen to twenty of the Liberty
. Jack and Phil had not been so long in the company as
a dozen of the redcoats.
Mark had, but they were both brave, and Mark knew that Boys and only placed
himself at the head of the little band.
Dick quickly
he could rely upon them.
"After them, Liberty Boys!" he shouted, waving his sword.
He and Jack were already great chums, and their joking
The redcoats, seeing themselves outnumbered, turned and
had no more rancor in it than did that of Patsy and Carl.
With three such brave boys in a party there was likely fled.
The pursuers now became the pursued and . rode in hot
to be lively times if they met any of the enemy.
Dick cautioned all of the boys to avoid skirmishes if haste to get away.
"Catch 'em, boys!" cried Dick. "Don't let them get
they could, but to do their best if they occurred and to
away!"
learn all that they could.
He had no intention of pursuing them very far, knowing
There being no longer any of the redcoats in · or about
Mrs. Dame's house, Ma1·k decided to go there and thence that their lines were only a short distance away.
If he could capture one or two of them, however, it would
make his way as near as he could to the British lines.
"You may have a chance to see Miss Dame, Phil," said be a feather in his cap, and he determined to try it at
all events.
Mark.
Aiter the fleeing redcoats he das:1ed, theref.o re, followed
"That won't do at all," laughed Jack. "He will want to
by his brave boys, the enemy trying their best to get away.
talk to her."
Then, to his surprise and delight, Dick saw Ben Spurlock,
"There won't be any time for that," said Mark, "so he'll
have to be content with waving his hand as he rides past." Sam Sanderson, Arthur Mackay and Walter Jennings come '
Phil colored, but did not say anything, knowing well that dashing along a little byroad, just ahead of them.
"Cut them off, boys! " he yelled, and Ben and the rest
the boys would tease him all the more if he did.
As they rode past the Dame house, however, nothing was spurred ahead to intercept the redcoats.
They reached the intersection of the roads first, and, alto be seen of either Marcia or Mrs. Dame.
They had ridden a short distance past the house, when though there were only four of them, they spread across the
road, drewwtheir pistols and commanded the fleeing redcoats
dog and then a scream.
they heard the barking of
'
Phil at once dashed ahead of the others around a bend to halt.
Three or four managed to break through the line, but
'
in the road.
Then Mark and Jack heard two shots in rapid succes- the rest were captured within an eighth of a mile of their
own lines and marched off in triumph to the camp of the
sion.
·
They both urged their horses forward, and in a moment Liberty Boys.
car,ne upon Phil, on the ground, holding Marcia in his arms,
while almost at his feet lay the body of a big dog, which
CHAPTER IX.
WM frothing at the mouth, but quite dead.
"Get that thing out of the way, boys," said Phil. · "If she
A CHANGE OF PLANS.
sees it, she will faint again."
"Jove, what a brute!" said •Jack. "Was he mad?"
Dick lost no time in hurrying his prisoners o:fl' to General
"Yes, and ~!most upon the poor gfrl. I · reached her
Greene.
just in time."
As they passed Mrs. Dame's house the lady and her daugh"Those were fine shots," said Mark. "Either one woµld
have killed the beast, but ybu were not taking any rislts." ter ca:me out upon the broad piazza and wave<l their handJack now dragged the body of the dead dog away and kerchfefs at the boys.
They saluted, gave a shout and rode on.
threw it over the wall, while Mark hurried to a brook not
"Well, we're having lively enough times to-day at any
far distant . and filled his hat with water.
·
They bathed the 1<irl's head and face and she was just rate," said Mark to Jack.
"Yes, and I feel better now I'm a tally or two ahead of
recovering when Jack said:
"Confound it! the shots must have aroused the redcoats, the redcoats,'' laughed Jack. "They made me run, but they
didn't catch me, and , we got eight of these fellows, and
for here come a party of them now."
"Hurry up, Phil," said Mark. "Get Miss Marcia to the one is an officer."
"Yis, an' it's not dhe on'y toime we're goin' to bate dhim,
house, and we will hold back these fellows."
He and Jack then jumped upon their horses, drew their Jack, me bhy," chuckled Patsy. "Shure, an' Oi do feel as
gay as a lark, me bhy."
pistols and slowly retreated.

a
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Patsy came down, still laughing, helped Carl pick up
"It was anything but a lark for the redcoats,'' laughed
Ben. "This is the time they had a disagreeable surprise." barrow, while the German boy took the other:
"Why you was sayed dot was der redgoats been, when
It was not far to Middletown, where General Greene was
dot was only a shackass making ein noise?" asked Carl.
quartered.
"Shure, an' dhe ridcoats do be jackasse:; to think dhey
He was greatly pleased at Dick's exploit and ordered the
prisoners sent to the main camp not far off, where they can bate us, Cookyspiller."
"Und I dinks I was anoder."
were taken care of.
"Phwat for?"
The officer was greatly chagrined, but would give no in'"l'o belief me what you was toldt me all der dime."
formation concerning the enemy, declaring that the British
"Shure, an' yez wud be wan av yez did not, me bhy."
meant to hold Rhode Island, and that any attempt to drive
Then they went on to the camp and the boys had plenty
them out was sure to prove fruitless.
Mark and J ack told Dick how Phil had rescued Marcia for supper, besides hearing the story of Carl's descent,
Dame and how they had subsequently been pursued by the which Patsy thought was too good to keep.
Dick Slater, upon his return, went to the top of one of
redcoats.
Phil was praised on all sides for his gallant conduct and the many windmills in the neighborhood, and with a power.
was a very pl"Oud and happy boy, although he said but little. ful sprglass looked all about him.
He could see an unusual activity in the nearest of the
The volunteers were still leaving in great numbers, and
enemy's lines, and judged that they were getting ready to
Bob grew more and more indignant.
"Those fellows ought to take a lesson from the Liberty advance.
He reported this to General Greene, who was greatly inBoys," he said. "You don't catch any of us leaving till
terested.
the generals order us to do so."
Since the departu~·e. of D'Estafng, Lafayette had been
"They may have joined just for this fight," said Mark,
sent to Boston to solicit the counts return.
"and seeing no chance of winning it are going home."
He could get nothing more from D'Estaing than a prom"They don't know whether they 'have or not " sputtered
ise to march his troops by land to the aid of the Americans.
Bob. "Why don't · they stay and see what they' can do."
I~ was too late fol' this now and a retreat was deemed
"I give it up," lau.g hed Mark.
d
.
.
That afternoon Patsy said to Carl as they were sitting advis~ble.
. This was to b~ conducted with great seci;-ecy, however, an
in the shade of a tent trying to keep cool:
"Cookyspiller, me bhy, av we don't hunt around dhere'll m the best of ord~r, s0 that the enemy might not be aware
.
,
.
of what w~ takmg place.
be nothin' to ate intoirely for dhe bhys dhis noight."
The Americans had. already fortified Bltt s Hill. at the
"Well, why you don'd was got somedings ?" asked Carl.
northern end of the island, an.d here they determined to
"Yo wa der oogk ain't it?"
make a stand and hold a counCil of war.
.
.
'
c
s
u
Dick was disappointed, but the desertions had left the
Thei:i off th_ey went to get supplies for the kitchen, Carl
besieging army smaller -than that of the British and a
.
,
trundling a big wheelbarrow.
When. they got to Mrs. Dame s the good lady rece~ved retreat was therefore the only practicable move that could
them kindly and . gave them a full banow load of thmgs be made.
for the camp.
"Shure, an' it's hoighly deloighted dhe bhys will be,
ma'am,'' · said Patsy, "an', it's much obloiged Oi am mesilf.
CHAPTER X.
Take howld av dhe barrer, Cookyspiller, an' be off wid yez,
A. HOT FIGHT.
an' don't be axin' for annyt'ing ilse."
The retreat was to be made at three in the morning.
Carl started off with the barrow, but just as he got to
They were to take all their stores and artillery and octhe top of the same hill down which Jack Warren had raced
cupy Batt's Hill, twelve miles from Newport.
with the redcoats after him, a donkey began to bray.
In some manner their retreat was discovered, however,
"Rin, Dootchy; rin, dhe ridcoats are afther yez!" cried
and the enemy began a pursuit.
Patsy, letting out a yell.
At daylight a council of war was called.
The donkey tried to make a louder noise than Patsy did
General Greene proposed to march back and meet the
and succeeded.
Carl, frightenec;l at the terrible din, started down the hill enemy on the west road.
Here there were only the Hessian chasseurs and two
on a run.
.
What, with the loaded barrow and the steep grade, Carl Anspach regiments.
On the east road there was General Smith with two regiran faster than he would have liked.
ments and two flank companies.
The barrow got away from •him, but he began running
Greene's advice was not taken, however, and the enemy
after it as if unwilling to let it go.
allowed to collect and fortify the two hills to the east
was
Over went the barrow, its contents rolling and jumping of Batt's
Hill.
and bouncing down the hill, Carl bouncing and rolling and
One of these, the nearest, was Quaker Hill, where the
jumping after them.
Liberty Boys had already been stationed.
Patsy, standing at the top of the hill, roared with laughThe other was Turkey Hill.
ter at Carl's mishap.
"They've got our old camping ground," said Bob to Dick.
The donkey brayed louder than ever and Carl rolled all
"Yes, and we may have trouble in driving them from the faster, bringing up at last against the stone wall at the it,'' Dick answered.
bottom.
"It was a pity that General Greene's advice was not
"Shure, an' yez got down foine, Cookyspiller, an' in no taken,'' muttered Bob.
toime at all, at all," roared Patsy.
"Yes, but we've got to make the best of. it now.''
Carl picked himself up, heard the donkey braying and
Early in the forenoon a detachment of the enemy aci.
asked:
vanced toward -the American left.
"What you was laff at alretty, Batsy? You t'ought dot
General Greene at once despatched Dick and the Liberty
was been vunny? Dry it yourselluf und saw how you lige Boys to drive them back.
dot."
The task was one entirely to the taste of Dick and his
"Shure, an' Oi'm not la!li.n' at all, at all, Cookyspiller." brave boys. ·
"Don'd I was heerd you?" asked Carl indignantly. ·"Shtop
They were already in the saddle, and it was no task to
·
off dot."
.
get away.
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick.
"Shure, an' dluit's dhe donkey dhat do be laffin', me bhy."
Flags waving,. drums beating, bugles sounding and brave
"Oh, dot was dot oder shackass, is it?"
"Yis, no; dhere's no odther wan. Phwat do yez mane boys cheering, off they all started.
They were all in high spirits and eager to drive back
be dhat ?" said Patsy confusedly.
"Dot was your bruder what was laff. Oxcuse me, r was the enemy, and not one would have remained behind.
t'ought dot was you alretty."
Catching sight of the enemy, they dashed forward with
"Go'n wid yez; dhat's not me brother."
loud cheers.
"Down with the redcoats!" cried Dick. "Drive back th4"Dot was all righd. Come der hill down alretty und hellup
invaders and hirelings!"
me nicked un dose din2"s."
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';Libe1·ty forever ; down with the Hessians!" echoed the
brave boys as they rushed on.
It mattered not how many of the enemy there were.
They were not afraid to charge them, do what mischief
they could, and then, if necessary, fall back.
1;hey dashed ahead with a cheer, therefore, and following the tactics at Bunker Hill, fired when they saw the
whites of the enemy's eyes.
.'.'Fire !" shouted Dick.
There was a roar of musketry and many gaps were made
in the ranks of the redcoats.
"Charge!" shouted Dick.
On they dashed, using pistol and saber, and givmg the
enemy a taste of their quality.
The charge was an impetuous one and was bound to have
_
its effect.
'l 'he redcoats wavered and the fearless youths pressed
.
forward.
"Charge!" screamed Dick, waving his sword and settmg
.
an example to the rest.
The intrepid lads followed where he led, with a cheer.
Then a pistol volley was fired and there were more gaps
in the redcoat ranks. ·
"Down with 'em!" fairly yelled the brave boys.
Nothing could withstand that whirlwind. charge.
The enemy fell back toward Quaker Hill.
"B'lck with 'em!" yelled Bob. "Don't give 'em a minute's
rest!"
"Drive 'em up the hill and down again!" cried Mark.
"Dhrive dhim inter dhe say, dhe robbers!" roared Patsy.
With a ruslf and a roar, the gallant lads charged the
enemy and swept them before them.
"Shweep them away loike dusht before dhe broom, begolTa," yelled Patsy. ;'Away wid dhim, me bowld bhys."
The enemy were driven back to Qua~er Hill and then
the Liberty Boys joined their own forces to do whatever
.
might be required of them.
Their success in driving back the encroachmg redcoats
made them want to do more and they were eage1· for a
fight.
'l'hey had not lost one of their number, and none had
been wounded, although bullets had been flying all around
them.
"We want Quaker Hill," delared Jack Warren with a.
laugh, "and that is why we did so well."
"We may get it yet," was the reply of Mark Morrison.
"At any rate, we'll . give them a tussle for it," PJ?-t in
Ben, who, for all that he was a jolly boy, had fought hke a
tiger in the recent skirmish.
Shortly after this the British opened a brisk cannonading
upon the Americans from the two hills.
It was returned with spirit from Batt's Hill, and for
some time the air was filled with flying shells.
"Let them cannonade us if they like," said Bob. "We'll
get 'em before long and do more than waste powder and
•
shot."
An advance of the enemy toward Batt's Hill was presently
seen and the Liberty Boys rushed out to check it.
This was the sort of work they liked, and the order to
meet the enemy was no sooner given than off they started.
"Now, then, boys," said Dick, "drive them back again."
"Down with the redcoats!" shouted the gallant fellows as
they rushed on.
"Back to the hill with them, boys," said Mark. "Make
'em run, Jack, to pay for the chase they gave you."
"l)h, they've paid that back with usury, long ago," laughed
Jack. "The score is all in my favor now."
"Pile it up," said Phil. "Keep them running, Jack."
Then on swept the daring fellows like the wind and fairly
hurled themselves upon the redcoats.
There was no resisting an attack like that of the Liberty
Boys.
The redcoats simply melted before it.
Right back to the hill they pursued the enemy, picking
off a number at every volley.
Then they dashed away again before a party could be
sent out to pursue them.
A detachment from Turkey Hill tried to cut them off, but
were driven back.
"We are having lively times now, and no mistake," said
Mark.
"Yes, and the boys seem to be enjoying them," answered
Jack

"Patsy is just in his element," rerr:arked Phil, "and you
would think he was at a fair by the way he goes en."
"Carl is as lively as a cricket, too, for all he is so fat,"
laughed Ben. "There is nothing sluggish about him today."
Seve1·al times the Liberty Boys dashed out . to meet
skirmishing parties of the enemy.
In every case they showed such dash and such wild impetuosity that the enemy were forced to. r etreat, although
in many cases they outnumbered the darmg boys.
At ten o'clock two Biitish sloops-of-wat and other armed
vessels gained the right flank of the Americans and began
a fire upon that point.
At the same time the land forces advanced in an attempt to gain the rear of the Americans and cut off their
·
retreat.
The action now became very nearly general and was most
furious, fifteen hundred of the patriots being engaged at
one time.
The Liberty Boys were in the very thickest of the fight
and behaved themselves bravely.
The hottest part of the battle was in the low grounds
between the hills, and here was where the Liberty Boys
showed what they were made of.
The British lines were at last broken, and when the redcoats began to fall back the Liberty Boys ·were fortunately
right in the van.
Dick saw his advantage in an instant and promptly seized
it.
"Back with them, Liberty l3oys!" he shouted, waving his
sword and rushing ahead.
The gallant boys followed and the redcoats fled.
Past the base of Quaker Hill they were forced, having to
abandon it.
They were pursued to Turkey Hill, on the east, and a
great shout went up from 11he brave patriot boys.
"\Vell, we've got Quaker Hill a i.;:ii '• a t any rate," said
Bob, and all the daring bors cheered.

CHAPTER XI.
_

NEWS FROM SEA.

The fight had now reached its hottest and now the general action ceased, although skirmishing was kept up.
The cannonading went on from both sides.
It was now about three o'clock in the afternoon of a
very sultry day.
Numbers had already perished from heat and fatigue, the
battle having already lasted seven hours.
Great courage had been' shown on both sides, but the
Liberty Boys received especial praise for their bravery.
They seemed to be absolutely tireless, and, although they
had already taken part in several skirmishes and in the
more general action, they were ready and eager for more.
Opportunities soon came and away they dashed, having
had but little rest, but seeming to think nothing of it.
A detachment of Hessians led by a giant captain mounted
upon a great, raw-boned horse, came dashing up, trying to
obtain an advantageous position.
Dick Slater and his one hundred daring young fellows
at once opposed themselves to the Hessians.
The Liberty Boys were mounted, but they were much less
in number than the Hessians.
"Down 'vith the hirelings!" cried Dick, who had no love
for these soldiers of fortune, hired out at so ·much a head
to any power that. would pay for them.
The boys liked the mercenaries no better than Dick and
always attacked them with the greatest ferocity.
"I can fight an Englishman with some relish," said Bob,
"for he has the same blood, in a way, that I have, but I
do despise these villains hired out to anybody and everybody.''
"They don't fight for principle, mistaken or otherwise,"
declared Mark, "but for money, and I .don't believe a tenth
of them know what the war is a]] about."
Being hotly assailed by the Liberty Boys, the Hessians
attempted to form a hollow square with the captain in the
center, and resist a charge with the bayonet.
"Down with them, scatter them!" shouted Dick.
The Liberty Boys quickly spread out and dashed upon the
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Heasiana in the form of a half circle, the ends of which
gradually drew nearer to each other.
All attempts at a regular formation were frustrated and
the Hessians saw themselves forced to choose between two
alternatives, flight or capture.
The giaPt captain, on his ungainly steed, rushed at Dick
to annihilate ' him.
He knew that if Dick fell there might be some chance
for him, and so he da~hed up in desjleration.
Sputtering excitedly in German, he slas14ed at Dick with
his heavy saber, expecting to cut the boy down.
Dick had a wrist of steel, and, meeting the big Hessian'~
attack firmly, he sent his great sword flying from his
hand as if with the greatest ease.
Then he slashed right and left, cutting off the giant captain's epal.llettes without giving him a scratch.
This was a greater disgrace in his eyes than if Dick had
run him through. He saw, too, that he was powerless to
injure the gallant. young American, who could have killed
·
him if he had wished.
Furiously angry and chagrined, he whipped out Q. pistol,
aimed it point-blank at Dick's head and fired.
As he pulled the trigger, however, the pistol was dashed
from his hand by a swift stroke from Dick's sword.
"Capt'qre dhe big Dootchmon, bhysl" roared Patsy, and
a score of the Liberty Boys followed the reckless young
Irishman.
The Hessian now saw his peril and fled; his men following him in a fright.
Once more the dashing boys had won a fight and a great
cheer went up.
.
" .,
"It's too bad we losht dhat felly," said Patsy.
Oi d loike
to have put him in a cage."
"For why was dot?" asked Carl.
"To show iverybody dhe manest vilyan dha.t iver was,"
was the Irish boy's reply, and all the boys roared.
;::natching a brief rest, the brave boys were soon dashing
away to another part 'of the field and engaging a party of
the enemy who were making an advance. ·
Thus it went on until sunset, when the cannonading
ceased on both sides and the battle was over for the day.
"~o nearly matched were the belligerents," says Lossing,
"that both willingly rested in their respective camps during
the night, and the next morning each seemed reluctant to
renew the battle." ,
During the heavy firing of the day before much of the
heavy bagga,ge and stores were taken away and carried
across Bristol ferry to the mainland.
At dark the Liberty Boys were in their camp enjoying
.
a n1uch-needed rest.
At the same time they laughed and talked and amused
themselves in many-ways; being boys of spirit and not easily
depressed.
· Fires were lighted and the boys sat about them in groups,
discussing the events of the day and seeming in no way
dispirited or discouraged.
They had given a good account of themselves during the
day and might well feel proud of their achievements ~
They were modest boys, however, and did not ind ulP,'e in
foolish boasting, seeing things as they were and always
giving credit where it was due.
Patsy and Carl sat on a log in front of the fire discussing
things in general and arguing over tjiem, as was their
custom.
Dick and Bob sat talking before a tent and the rest were
gathered in groups, large or small, around the camp.
"It is a question whether the battle will pe resumed in
the morning," said Dick. "If Pigot should receive reinforcements the enemy will be more than a match for us."
"Yes," said Bob, "for it is douptful if D'Estaing will do
·
anything."
By this time Lafayette had not returned frQm Boston
with the pews of the French count's offer to ma:rch his
. troops across land.
"It will all depend upon how matters stand in the morning, therefore," continued Dick.
As it proved, Dick was right about the matter, for at
daybreak the next morning a messenger arrived from Providence with information for General Sullivan.
This was to the effect that Lord Howe had again sailed
for Newport and had been seen off Block Island th~ day
before and would probably reach the harbor before' night.

Under the circumstances, therefore, a retreat was un•
avoidable.
There were difficulties in the way and great care must
be taken not to let the enemy get wind of their intentions.
At the very first ·indications of such a move the redcoats would be down upon them in a swarm.
The sentries of the two armies were only a quarter of a
mile apart and the greatest caution was necessary to prevent General Pigot from learning of Sullivan's movements.
The position of the Americans was in their favor at this
juncture.
Batt's Hill, where they were encamped, concealed all
movements that might be made in the rear of their camp.
Unless spies made their way through the lines, therefore, there was little danger of the retreat being discovered if it were conducted quietly.
As soon as Dick Slater heard what was going forward
he went to General Sullivan and said:
"The Liberty Bo ~s are at your service, general. If it
is necessary to double the pickets to prevent the entrance
of spies into our lines we are ready to act in that .uacity."
"Thank you for your offer, captain," said the general.
"It is likely that I will have use for your Liberty B6ys
and I will avail myself of the offer."
"You will find us ready to do anything and everything
that you may suggest, sir," replied Dick.
"Very good, captain. I appreciate your devotion to the
intere&ts of our cause and may call upon you later."
Dick then returned to the camp and talked to Bob.
"We must be on our watch for spies, Bob," he said, after
recounting the talk between General Sullivan and himself.
"Yes, indeed," Bob- declared. "If the enemy had any
.notion of all this they would send spies out, and it is important to keep all information from them."
"Very true, Bob, and any suspicious person must be arrested on sight. We will watch O\lr own camp, for they are
as likely· to try to enter there as at any place."
"I'd like to see them try it," said Bob.

. CHAPTER XIl.
WHAT A BRITISH, MIDDY

nm.

Shortly after Dick's refurn to his"' own camp General
'Sullivan sent for him.
Dick followed the messenger immediately to the general's
.
quarters.
"Do you understand the management of a sailboat, captain?" was the general's first question.
"Perfectly, sir," said Dick.
"Are you acquainted with the waters hereabouts?"
"Fairly well, sir."
"You could go down the bay to Newport or to some po~
near enough to it to enter it?"
"I could, general."
"Very good. I wish you to enter the city and learn positively if any news of Howe's coming has reached it."
"If necessary I will go to the office of the Newport 'Mercury' and make inquiries there, sir," said Dick.
"Good. The 'Mercury' is usually well informed. Procure
a disguise at once and return with one or two trusted companions. The boat will be in readiness upon your return."
"Very well," said Dick, and he at once hastened to the
camp.
He would have liked to take Bob with him on his errand.
Under the circumstances it would be better not to do so.
Something might happen in his absence, and Bob would
be needed to command the Liberty Boys.
While assuming his disguise, however, he· sent for Bob
apd told him of his errand.
"Whom shall I take, Bob?" he asked.
"Mark and Jack. They are fast friends and trustworj;hy
fellows."
Dick sent for the two boys at once.
"Do you two boys know anything about handling sail·
boats?" he asked.
"I don't," said Jack. "In the interior of Jersey, where
I live, there is little opportunity for gaining such a knowled!fe."
'But you do, don't you, Mark?"
"Yes."
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"I am sorry, Jack,'' said Dick, "but I must have some one
The boy, turning his head, had suddenly discovered the
who is well used to managing a sailboat. I would have launch.
,
liked to take you with me."
He tried to get out of the way, but could not.
Jack was disappointed, of course.
The commander of the launch never altered his course,
He knew that if he went with Dick and Mark there would which he could easily have done.
·
be sure to be plenty of excitement.
It struck the little boat on the quarter rmd the girl and
Jack was a manly fellow, however, and ·generous, and he the negro boy were instantly thrown oil!"'
said at once:
Marcia screamed and the launch went on, the middy simply
"Take Phil Waters. He was brought up on the shore and laughing.
knows all about boats. He's a good fellow, too, and you
Phil Waters kicked off his shoes, threw aside his hat and
can trust him."
.
jacket and dove into the water.
"Jack is right," said Mark. "I am sorry not to have him
"You're no gentleman!" cried Mark indignantly, as the
with us, of course. Take Phil, then."
launch went on.
Phil was sent for and told why Dick wanted him.
Phil presently came up and struck out for the girl, who
"Yes, I can handle boats,'' he said, "but I am sorry to was struggling in the water not far away.
cheft Jack out of an adventure. Do you all have to know
Dick threw the boat into the wind, while Mark went forabout the boat?"
ward. ,.
"There's no cheating about it, my boy," said Jack. "Dick
"Keep perfectly cool," said Phil. "I will take care of you."
wants a seaman, and I am not one. Go ahead and say
Marcia cease<j to struggle when she heard Phil's voice.
no more about it."
He supported her in the water and told the negro boy
"All right, Jack, but-"
to swim to the boat, which fortunately had righted, al"There are no 'buts' about it, so go ahead. I don't fill though it had taken in some water. ·
the requirements and you do, so there is no more to be
Then the sailboat dropped down, Dick lowered the sail and
said."
Mark reached out and caught hold of Phil.
"Go and change your clothes, boys," said Dick. "We
Between them the boys got Marcia into the sailboat, and
are going to the city perhaps, and must not be recognized." then Phil scrambled in.
'
The three boys hurried away, and Bob said admiringly:
"That young middy was nothing but a cur!" stormed
"That Jack Warren is a manly young fellow, Dick."
Mar k. "There was no need of this jlt all."
"Yes, he is indeed."
"It was a most ungentlemanly act{" said Dick, "and the
"He wanted to go, but he spoke up for Phil as fine as fellow deserves punishment."
you please."
•
"It was just a bit of spite because he saw the flag, the
"Yes, he was all right, but you won't find any of the cub!" muttered Mark. "It wasn't necessary to run the boat
Liberty Boys making excuses or trying to sneak in ahead of down, and if he had been the least bit of a gentleman he
the rest."
would have turned aside. He had room enough. We were
"I guess not,~ said Bob decidedly. "We won't let that in no da_ng~r of running him .down." .
aort stay with us a minute."
"He did it purposely," declared Phil. "Didn't you he:::.r
The two boys presently returned in their disguises, and him laugh?"
Dick went with them at once to General Sullivan.
The negro boy was now in the boat and had recovered
He looked them over and said:
th~ oa;s and was ba~ling out. .
. ,, .
.
"
"You have chosen two fine young fellows, captain, but I
Well ~o ~shore • with you, Miss Marcia, .said Di~k. Formust admit that all the Liberty Boys are fine younO' fel- tunately it is a warm day and you are m no danger ?f
lows, for that matter."
.
"'
taking a chi,!1. Salt water is much better than fresh m
"They are all patriots at any rate general " answered that - respect.
Dick
'
'
'
They quickly ran up to the beach, the negro boy now
: k
d th t
b
t t th
h
h
h
rowing the boat.
1
D IC
all:
e . wo oys. :ven
e s ore, :V er~ t ~Y
The launch had already reached shore, and now lay alongfound a . httle sailbo~t w~itmg for them, and, JU~pmg m, side a little landing, the middy having gone up the beach.
they hoisted the sail, tnmmed the sheet and glided out
"If h
he e I'd gi\1e him a piece of my mind " said
upon the bay.
e were
r '
.
'
'.fhey k~pt on steadily dowi: the bay for ~ few miles, the M~~~'s likely to get more than one, I fancy,'' said Dick.
sail. drawmg well. and the httle boat m::iking g_ood speed.
Then leaving Mark to look after the boat, Dick and
Dick held the tiller a:id Mark. and Phil had little to do Ph1'l
t
'th the young lady up to the house.
except let out or haul m the slieet now and then.
w~n Wl
They passed outside two or three of the little islands
in the bay and then ran somewhat nearer to the shore, speeding on rapidly and gracefully.
The sail was a pleasant one, but they had little thought
CHAPTER XIII.
for such things at the . moment, being on an important
errand and thinking only of that.
PUNISHING A BOASTER.
They were running fairly close to the shore when as they
passed a little point of land Phil suddenly uttered a low
It was some little walk to the house, for the accident
exclamation of surprise.
had occurred below it.
Not far ahead of them they saw a little boat with two
They made good time, however, though Marcia found it
persons in it, a young girl and a negro boy, the latter rather unpleasant walking in wet skirts.
·
rowing.
·
The good Quaker lad,Y was greatly pleased to see Dick
again and gave Phil a cordial welcome, which increased
A launch from One Of the Bn.ti'sh warsh.ips near b Y was when
she heard 'what he had done.
speedin~ toward the sho_re.
.
·
"Thee must stay and dry thf clothes, Philip," she said.
~e little boat was _d irectly m the path of the launch, I "Y
ma d 0 · Phil " said Dick "and I will call for
which the negro boy did not see.
I 0 ou
Y
so,
,, '
'
r
The midshipman in the stern of the launch did not alter Y }!- when I come back.
"
. Ph"!
1 ' who WR:nte d t o st
his coarse a particle however but kept straight on.
But y~u may ~eed me, said
. ay
. .
d' .
.
•
and yet did not wish to lose any adventure which he might
A co111sion seeme mevitab1e.
,
have by going with Dick
"They'll run 'em down!" muttered Mark.
. "Weli the more the b~tter of course but-"
"He,~lo, there, sheer off!" shouted Dick. "You'll run 'em
"Then' I'll go," said Phil. ' "I don't ~d wet clothes,
do~n.
,
.
,
,,
.
.
and the sun is warm."
Sez:ve em ng.ht, the re?els! snarled the midshipman. .
"Let me give thee a glass of home-made wine to prevent
A httle American flag m the bow of the boat had evi- a chill, Philip," said the lady.
dently offended the young autocrat.
"I never drink anything of the sort Mrs Dame " said
Dick shifted his tiller so as to bring him alongside the Phil.
'
·
'
boat.
"But this is taken medicinally, my boy. I would be the
All three boys had recognized the two persons in it.
last person to tempt thee."
They were Marcia and a negro boy employed by Mrs.
"I know that, Mrs. Dame," said Phil heartily, "but I would
Dame.
rather not."

°
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The boys did not return the fire of the sailors, and Phil
"Then a cup of coffee--"
"Would do much better, but I really don't need anything. put on his shoes and jacket, feeling no discomfort from
We have left Mark alone and there are five or six British his ducking, his b!eeches and shirt being already partly dry. ,
"So you did not want us to have all the fun, as Patsy
sailors close by, and he may give ve;nt to his opinions
calls it, did you, Mark?" asked Dick.
more freely than caution would suggest."
"Did you have a fight, too?" returned the boy.
"He is very likely to do so," laughed Dick. "I think,
"Well, you would scarcely call it a fight,'' said Dick, with
ladies, that we would better return. Phil is in no danger
a smile.
whatever."
"I should say not,'' laughingly from Phil. "That impertiBoth Marcia and her mother thanked Phil for what he
nent young coxcomb back there on shore will have a fine
had done and then he and Dick took their leave.
They were nearing the shore when they came upon the pair of black eyes to-morrow, I'll wan-ant."
"How did it' happen?" asked Mark, and Phil told him.
discourteous young middy who had caused the accident in
"Well, there was no trouble for a long time," said Mark,
the bay.
"One of you fellows called me no gentleman just now," "and then the sailors got restless, left the boat and got to
making remarks that I simply wouldn't stand."
he said smartly, "and I demand an apology."
"And then there was a fight?" asked Phil.
"As it happens,'' said Dick promptly, "it was neither ,of
"Yes, and you fellows did not come any too soon."
us, but I will tell you now for your enlightenment that you
"And these are what they call the hearts of oak, the
are not only no gentleman, but an unmannerly young cur
honest British tars," said Phil with a sneer. "Six men
besides."
to one boy! There's bravery for you."
The middy flushed scarlet and gasped:
"The British sailor, like t he British soldier, is a much
"Do you know who I am, sir?"
"I know what you are,'' said Dick, "and I have told you. overrated article,'' muttered Mark.
"There are some good ones,'' said Dick with a smile.
It matters little what name you go by."
"These are simply individual cases,'' Mark replied. "The
"Egad, sir, I'll split you from head to heel for that!"
blustered the middy, drawing his short sword, or hanger. fellow, as a whole, is a big humbug."
Dick laughed at Mark's emphatic classification and the
He rushed at Dick, with his blade uplifted, and evidently
would have carried out his threat had not the young cap- boat sped down the ba;v under his skilful management, the
British ships being speedily left far behind.
tain been too quick for him.
!'There does not seem to be any news of Lord Howe's
Dick's fist shot out with lightning-like rapidity and took
him such a stunning blow between the eyes that he stag- expected arrival as yet," remarked Dick.
"No, for the ships would have moved farther up the bay
.
gered and dropped his sword.
.
"Good!" cried Phil in great excitement. "That's just what if they had," replied Mark.
"We will land a little this side of the city,'' said Dick,
he deserves. I've been itching to give him one like that
as they came in sight of Rose Island, with Cononicut abreast.
myself."
"That will be safer, I think."
The middy looked at Dick greatly dazed and muttered:
"At any rate, it will attract less attention," said Phil.
"If you are a gentleman, sir, I will send my seconds to
They kept on till near the northern end of the quaint
you. . If you are not, I will have you soundly horsewhipped
old town and then put into a little sheltered cove, where
for this insult."
"Insult!" said Phil hotly. "Why, you little fool, it's an they drew up the boat beside a clump of bushes growing
honor for you to be struck by such as he. Let me tell you close to the water's edge.
There was. a path leading to the road beyond, and, havthat--"
"Never mind, Phil," interposed Dick quietly. "Came, time ing made the boat secure, they now turned their steps to·
presses. I fancy that this young man will come to his senses ward the town.
Their arrjval had attracted no attention, and now, as they
very shortly."
"If you are a gentleman, you will not refuse me satisfac- walked along the dusty road into town, the · few ~ersons
tion," snarled the middy. "We will waive the matter of they met simply greeted them as country people will and
passed on.
seconds and fight it out right here."
Coming into town, they passe<J along a broad, well-shaded
"What with?" laughed Dick. "Fists? I have no sword."
"I have pistols," said the other, "but not dueling pistols." street, at the end of which they could . see the old town
hall, and at lMgth turned down the hill toward Thames
"I have no desire to kill you," said Dick, walking on.
"Then you refuse to fight?" cried the middy, running street, then as now, a street of shops.
There seemed to be no unusual 'excitement as they walked
after the boys.
"With you, yes. You have been punished sufficiently fo1· on, and Mark observed that. he guessed. they had had all
the present. Next time you will treat a lady with more the excitement they were gomg to have.
"We ' don't know, Mark," said Dick. "Wait."
courtesy."
"She was a rebel!" with a snort.
"And you are a fool!" said Dick in disgust. "Come,
.
Phil."
The t'wo boys then wp.lked briskly to the beach, where
CHAPTER XIV.
they found Mark having a lively encounter with the crew
of the launch.
HOW DICK KEPT BACK THE NEWS.
"Six to one? For shame, you cowards!" cried Dick.
Then he rushed in, tripped up the heels of two of the
As Dick had suggested, he made his way to the omce
eailors and sent them into the water and- then proceeded
of the "Mercury," a weekly newspaper published at that
to blacken the eyes of a third.
Phil dashed in at the same moment and sent one on time.
There was quite a crowd in front of the building readhis back in the bottom of the boat.
Mark, relieved of the responsibility of fighting six.1 now ing the bulletins.
These contained a brief account of the battle of the day
gave his attention to one, causing his nose to bleed copibefore.
ously.
There was no reference, however, to the expected anival
Then the three boys attacked the remaining three men so
of Lord. Howe.
vigorously that they were speedily put to flight.
"They have not heard of it, as yet, apparently," said
"Corne," said Dick. "We must lose no more time. • We.
Dick. "If they knew of it anywhere, it would be at a
•.
will land nearer to the city than this."
The boys jumped into the boat and quickly raised the newspaper office."
"Very true," said Mark.
sail.
"But don't you suppose that if a messenger came from
Just as they were getting off the middy came running
' Providence to General Sullivan, another might be sent to
down, shouting:
"Stop those fellows; they are rebels! Fire on the ras- General Pigot ?" asked Phil.
"It is possible, of course," replied Dick, "for there are
cals; · don't let them escape!"
Two or three shots flew after the boys and one went royalists in the neighborhood as well as patriots."
"How would he come?" asked Mark. "From Providence?•
through the sail, but the boat glided rapidly away and no
"He might, or be might come up the bay."
more dama~e was done.
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"What I was thinking was that i:f he came while we
were here it would hasten our departure materially."
"Yes, but what makes you think a messenger might come
with the news?"
"I don't know," said M_5 "bu.!_there is the chance, is
there not?"
"Why, yes, I suppose there is," said Dic:....
The boys had left the "Mercury" office and were walking
down one of the streets leading to the water.
Reaching the region of the docks, among warehouses,
coast and deep-water vessels, low groggeries, sailors' boarding houses and ship chandlers' shops, they walked to the
end of a long stone wharf or jetty where they could get a
whiff of the salt air untainted by the disagreeable smells
all about them.
As they stood there looking out upon the bay they saw
·a littfe sloop approaching from the south.
"That fellow is coming on as fast as he can," said Mark.
"He seems to be in a hurry about something."
"Yes, he is running in as fast as he can come," added
Phil. "He's got sails trained so as to catch every breath
of the wind."
"He is making for this wharf," obse'rved Dick. "It's the
nearest he can Ill!l.ke quickly, I suppose."
"Yes, but what's his hurry, anyhow,?" asked Phil. "He
could put in at a nearer wharf than . this."
"Yes, but not so easily, the way he is coming on,'' explained Mark. "He is fairly flying."
On came the little sloop, and in a moment a man in the
stern called out:
.
"Hello!' Stand by to catch a line!"
"Aye, aye!" replied Dick.
Then a coiled line came flying through the air, uncoiling
as it came, and fell on the wharf.
Dick quickly seized it and made it fast to a spile.
The man then lowered his sail and the three boys laid
hold of the line and hauled the sloop alongside.
"I had a man with me, coming over from Seaconnet
P'int," the skipper said, "and I've got him yet, but he's
as drunk as a lord in the cabin celebratin' the glorious
news. Might ha' waited till we got in, I guess."
"What is the news?" asked Dick, giving the others a
quick glance.
"Why, Lord Howe's ships are comin', an' I reckon they'll
be here afore night, and then them pesky rebels'll have
to get--"
Dick jumped upon the deck of the sloop, followed by
the other boys.
"Into the cabin with you, and if you say a word you're
a dead man !" said Dick.
•
'Then he enforced his command by pushing the skipper
into the little cabin at the point of a pistol.
. In one of the bunks lay a roughly dressed man in a
drunken sleep.
"Get into the other bunk,1' said Dick. "Help hi.n1, boys.
Get a line and something to gag this fellow with."
The captain was quickly bundled into a bunk, bound and
gagged.
Then the other man was bound, although it would probably be hours before he would awake.
Dick then went out on deck and began to put things
shipshape, assisted by the boys.
Two or three men came down the wharf toward them,
and one of them said~
"Ain't that Cap'n Slocum's sloop, mate?"
"Shouldn't wonder," said Dick, making things trim, coiling up loose ropes and gathering in the loose sail.
"Where is the cap'n ?"
"Below, d1'U.Jlk as a lord, leavin' everything fur us ter do."
"Where'd ye come from?"
"Seaconnet."
"See anythin' o' th' ships? Heard any news o' the admiral?"
"We ain't nuthin' to tell yet," said Dick carelessly.
"Huh, I was hopin' 'at they'd gi'n the Frenchman fits
an' was comin' to give ther rebels their turn," muttered
another.
·
"No, there's nothin' ter tell yer," said pick carelessly,
shutting the cabin doors. "I guess the skipper was kinder
disapp'inted. Anyht>w, he's in ther cabin an' yer can't git
nu thin' out er him."
"Waal, Cap'n Slocum allus did like his licker," laughed
one.
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"An' I guess he wanted ter give his disapp'intment a
good dro\vnin'," roared another.
"You boys hain't been with him afore, have ye?" asked
the first man. "It don't 'pear ter me thet I ever seen yer
with Cap'n Slocum."
"No, this is our first trip with him, an' I guess it'll be
our last."
The men laughed and went off up the wharf.
"Boys," said Dick quickly when the men were out of
hearing, "get sail on her at once. I'm off!"
The boys obeyed without asking why, knowing that Dick
had a good reason.
The line was cast off and coiled, the sail was unfurled
and hoisted, and Dick at the wheel, left the wharf and
stood on towards Conanicut and up the bay.
"I am going to be a little bit of a pirate, boys," said
Dick.
'!How so??'
"Well, I am running away with the sloop. If we had
left her at the wharf, some one would have released the
captain sooner than we wanted."
"Very true," 3aid the boys.
"And now we're taking him off so that he won't talk.
You · can take the gag out of his mouth, Mark. It must
be uncomfortable."
Mark did as requested, whereupon Captain Slocum asked
an~rily:

'What be you a-doin' on, you young pirate? Where be
you a-takin' of me?"
"Oh, just up the coast a little way," said Mark. "You
see, we don't want you to talk too much."
"Who be you, anyhow?"
"Oh, I'm one of the Liberty Boys and that is Dick Slater,
our captain, at the helm."
·
"Rebels, the lot o' ye!" growled Captain Slocum. · "Let
me up, confound ye!"
"I don't think it would be prudent," dryly.
"Ye're nuthin' but pirates!"
"Oh, no; you are .g oing to be released all in good time,
and the sloop turned over to you just as it is. Just now,
however, you would t alk too much."
"Stand by!" cried Dick at the helm.
"Aye, aye!" and Mark flew out on deck.
"I'm going to run into the cove, get our boat and tow
her a few miles up," said Dick. "We'll make better time
this way, and there is really nothing to keep us in the city
IlO V\T."

CHAPTER XV.
THE RETURN TO CAMP •

Captain Slocum stormed and -raved and threateped the
boys with all sorts of punishment if they did not release
him at once.
The dar.ing young fellows paid no attention to his threats,
however, but went right on with theii; work.
They dropped into the cove and let down the sail.
Then they took the mast out of their boat, stowed it
and the sail neatly away and towed it out into the bay.
The sloop was a much faster craft than their own.
It was not safe to leave the skipper at large, havi11g the
information that he had.
They would borr-0w his vessel, therefore, release him when
it was safe to do so, and save much time and trouble.
"You know too much, Captain Slocum," said Diel), Mark
being at the helm, "and so we are going to keep you till
your news is too stale to cause us any harm."
"Ye're a !laucy rebel an' pirate!" sputtered Slocum.
"You can't call us pirates," laughed Dick, "because we
are not going to steal your vessel, but simply detain you
"f.o r a time."
"Ye're rebels, anyhow!" snarle\l the captain, bound to say
something abusive.
"Yes, I suppose we are," dryly. "At any rate, we have
been told so often enough."
"An' what be ye goin' ter do to me?"
"Nothing. Simply keep you out of the way until General
Sullivan can make good his retreat."
"H'm!" said Slocum.
"You are the only man in Newport except ourselves
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who knows .that Lord Howe is coming, and you can readily\
see why we cannot let you be at large just yet."
"H'm! ye're pooty smart young fellers, arter all," gtunted
the captain.
"Oh, then you did not think we were at first?" with a
smile.
"I reckoned ye was goin' ter play some trick on me,
smash up my sloop an' make me a lot o' trouble:"
"Not at all. We are perfectly competent to handle your
vessel, or even a largfar one, and we will not injure it in
the least."
"Yaas, I see ye know how to work her all right, an' I
guess ye must ha' be'n to sea or 'long th' coast some. Say,
I'm er dyin' fur er drink er licker." '
"Well, I don't see any great harm in giving it to you,"
said Dick. "Where do you keep it?"
"Over in the locker, for'ard."
Dick brought out a bottle of rum and a cup and gave
Captain Slocum a generous portion, holding it to his lips,
however, and not releasing him.
Then he allowed the captain to sit up, tied to a bench,
however, and presently gave him another drink of rum.
The sailor still sno:r:ed in his bunk, totally oblivious of
all that was taking place.
"Waal, you're pooty smart fellers, fur rebels," said the
captain, "an' you'd have to be to git ahead o' me. You
done this thing pooty nice, I c'n tell you that."
..
"Boat ahead!" called Mark at that moment.
"What is it?" asked Dick, going to the cabin door.
"Ship's launch, looks like our old acquaintance."
"With that same middy?" asked Dick.
"I call't tell, but I think it is. She's coming on pretty
lively."
"Wait a moment," said Dick, running back.
He got a sou'wester hat, a pair of sea boots and a pea
jacket f:rom a locker, put them on, brushed his hair down
on his forehead and took his place at the wheel.
"Go below, boys," he said, "and don't . let the skipper
say anything."
On came the launch, and Dick speedily saw that it was
the same with the crew of which they had had trouble
earlier in the day.
The boys went below and watched Captain Slocum, ready
to gag him the instant he opened his mouth.
Dick was in no danger of being recognized, arrayed as
he was, and Mark and Phil were out of sight.
On came the launch, and presently the men held their
oars and the midshipman called out:
"Ahoy, there, come up into the wind!"
"What say?" asked Dick.
.
"I'm coming on board," said the midshipman.
"Oh, be ye?" and Dick bore right on, simply altering his
course a little so as to avoid running the launch down.
"Ahoy, there! Stop!"
"Hain't got time,'' and Dick caught the wind at its best
and went bowling along.
"Stop, or we'll sink you!" yelled the middy.
"Go ahead and sink, you little fool!" roared Dick in a
deep bass voice, quite unlike his own.
Then they passed the launch, the midshipman beginning
/to signal to the warship in the bay.
"Go aheild and signal," laughed Dick. "You won't be
able to stop us, and if we are fired upon our chances of
being hit are small.,,
"

"
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said Dick, removing his sou'wester, peajacket and boots.
"Have another joram of rum, captain?"
"Don't care if I do," said Slocum, and he had two 01
three in quick succession.
An hour before they reached the landing in the rear oi
Batt's Hill, Captain Slocum had been put in his bunk, fast
asleep and snoring.
Both he and the sailor were unbound now.
There was no longer any danger of their making any
trouble.
Reaching the camp, the sail was lowez:.ed, and the sloop
anchored a little out from shore.
The boys then took the sailboat and went ashore, Dick
at once proceeding to General Sullivan's qua1ters and re.
porting.
"You have been to Newport and back, captain?" asked
the general in surprise.
"Yes, we ma e better time returning than going."
"And do they know anything of Howe's coming, in the
·city?"
"I think not. We ran off with the only man who had
any information on the subject."
Dick then related his adventures briefly.
"You have done very well, indeed, Captain Slater," said
the general, "and I can compliment you highly on your success."
Dick and the two Liberty Boys then returned· to their
own camp, and resumed their uniforms.
"I wish you had been with us, Jack," said Phil. "We
·had lots of adventures, and I saw--" and then Phil paused,
blushing.
"Oh, you did, eh?" laughed Jack. "Was she well? I
suppose you mean Miss Marcia, of course?"
.!.!Don't tease him, Jack,'' said Mark, smiling. "He has
done very well to-day, and it was all right that he was
there, for he rescued the girl from the bay."
"That's very good,'' said Jack; when Mark had told the
story. "Did you have any more excitement?"
"I should say we did. Why, the day was just crowded
with it. You ought to have been with us, old man."
"Oh, we haven't been asleep out here in the hills,'' chuckled
Jack, and from the way he spoke the boys knew that
there had been plen_ty going on, w~ich was the case.
Patsy was busy m the preparat10ns of a meal when Carl
•
came along.
.
::wha_t ;was you done, :B~;sy?" he asked. .
Gettm breakfast, shute, answered the Jolly_ Irish boy.
"Dot don'd was preakfast; dot was subber alretty," said
.
Carl.
"Sh?~·e, an' a"\>' it's. t~e ~orst male ~ve d~, be havm' dhe
day,, its breakfast, isn t .it, Cookyspiller? asked Patsy,
.
.
cu~tmg of! the feet of a chic~en.
No, sir, preakfast was m der morrung, und dis was
.
.
af~,er:no~n ali;ett!."
Shm~, an b1eakfast is phwm Y.ez ge.t i~ me bhy. Here,
ta~e dhim feet and wa!k awaf wi~ dh1m:,
. How,,I run away nnt a chickens feet. I <lon'd was a
" ,
,,
c~,cken. ,
G<;> n, now, .run
No, -re re. a go1ose, , laughed P~t~y.
01 tell yez.
me,
bodherm.
a";~Y Wld dhrm an don t be
Wha~ I ;vas do;d, tooked off m~m fee;~, and put on
do~e s~icken s feets ·. A big ,tell~r l!ge me· ..
Here, take ?he 'im~, too,,. si:-1d Patsy, givmi; Carl the
el!?s of the chickeI_l ~ wmgs, an ftoy away, qpn. Shure,
Oi m too busy 5ettm breakfast to talk to yez.
"Dot was not preakfast, I toldt you, dot was subber."
"Shure, it'll be nothin' at all at all, av yez don't clear
out," said Patsy. "Luk out for dhe bear, Cookyspiller, he'll
ate yez!"
Carl ran away in a hurry, and then asked:
"Where he was?"
"Shure, an' I donno. Go find him, Cookyspiller."
"Dot was ein foolislmess" muttered Carl, but he did not
return, and Patsy was 'ft!ft alone.

1
roared Slocum. . I amt gon~,
Confound ye, ~urrender."
to }1a,ve no n_ian-o -war pu~ a s_hot ~hroug~ this ,her~ sloop.
Ther.e s si~ply a
. Its a~l ,nght, captam, s~id D.1ck.
little popmJay out here that is trymg to convmce his commander that he is of im:i,>orta~ce, ~nd tha~ we must .be
b~mb,~rded, but I don't think his wishes Wiil be complied
.
.
with.
"You put her before the wmd and she'll go like a bird,
an' they ca"!l't nothin' catch ye, cap'n."
"I'm gettmg pretty nearly all out of. her now that I can
get, sir."
"You shift her a bit an' see the difference."
CHAPTER XVI.
Dick saw that ther old skipper was right and t rained
his sail and shifted his course in such a manner that he
BUSY TIMES.
fairly flew.
A.fter the departure of Dick Slater and his two compan~
The man-of-war did not send a shot at him and was
ions for Newport, the preparations for the retreat went on
aoon left behind.
"We may as well run i·i11:ht on to where we started," "\vi th great vigor.
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There was much activity shown, and the greater part of get ready for transportation, and a party was sent to the
rear to look out for it.
it was in sight of the enemy.
Bob put Jack Warren in charge of the division which
Tents were brought forward, and set up in front of the
enemy, and one would have thought that new arrivals had included Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson, Arthur Mackay,
Walter Jennings, Tom Turner, Patsy, Carl, and a few others.
come.
Jack marched his party back of the hill, and everything
Then the men were set to work fortifying the camp,
seemed to be going on swimmingly.
and the greatest bustle and activity were exhibited.
They got the baggage over to the shore, and then proAt length the Liberty Boys, with Bob Estabrook at their
head, came suddenly dashing out, and swooped down upon ceeded to load it on one of the flat-bottomed boats.
Patsy had charge of one of the loads, and was standing
the nearest detachment of the enemy.
"Down with 'em, Liberty Boys!" fairly yelled Bob. "Scat- on the gu\lwale of the boat, superintending its disposition.
Then along came Carl, with a big wheelbarrow full of
ter the redcoats, away with them!"
"Liberty forever!" echoed the plucky boys, as they sprang all sorts of things.
He had to go down a plank placeO. at a sharp incline.
forward at a gallop.
In going down his load got the best of him, and started
Then they fired a volley, muskets rattling, pistols crackon the run.
ing, and gallant lads cheering.
In trying to steady it and keep it from going too fast,
The enemy thought that the whole Continental army
Carl stepped off the plank just as he reached the boat.
was after them.
He at once took a header, and butted Patsy in the stomach,
They fled in confusion, leaving Jllany of their equipments
tumbling into the boat himself ~m top of his load.
behind them in their haste.
Patsy was not so fortunate, and went into the water amid
"Give it to 'em, Liberty Boys!" Bob shouted, and the
the laughter of all the boys.
boys echoed his shout.
Patsy went under with a great splash, but present1y he
A way ran the enemy, and then drums rolled and bugles
came up again, and made a grab for the boat.
sounded to call out the army.
'Did yez do dhat ?" he asked.
The ~edcoats thought that the battle was about to be re"Did who do it?" laughed Jack. "Do you mean me,
newed, and turned out in haste.
Then the Liberty Boys, after firing another volley at the Patsy?"
"No, Oi do not, but dhat fioundherin' Dootchmon, begorral"
fleeing redcoats, suddenly wheeled and galloped back to
"Who you was called a Dutchman?" asked Cad, picking
Batt'a Hill.
"That will do f1>r once or twice,'' laughed Bob, as they himself up.
Then he saw Patsy in _the water, and began to laugh,
rode back, "but not too often."
l'Dick won't be the only fellow to have fun to-day,'' said forgetting all about getting angry.
"Mein gollies, loog·k off dot Irishmans!" he shouted.
Jack. "We have had some, and I shouldn't wonder if we
"What you was dooded, Batsy? Did you t'ought you was
would have more."
"Shure, an' it's a good t'ing to kape in practice phwile had dime to went shwimming alretty?"
"Shtop yer laffin', Cookyspiller," said Patsy, pulling himdhe captain do be away," said Paby.
"Yah, dot was all righd .been," a - wered Carl, "for den self out.
"Mein gollies, dot was funny, I bet you!" roared Carl,
we don'd was got rusty alretty."
"An' it's good to kape yez from gettin' too fat, Cooky- stepping on the rail of the boat. "I bet me I was nefer
saw anydings--"
1Piller, me bhy," added Patsy.
Then he suddenly slipped _on the wet gunwale, and in
"I bet me off I was ride lige dot a gouple off dimes I was
a moment he was floundering in the water, just where Patsy
lose me l:lwendy pounds alretty."
"Yis, an' yez can afford to lose fifty, an' dhin yez wud had been.
Patsy, meanwhile, was pulling himself out.
be on'y a good soize, Cookyspiller. Luk at me, me bhy."
Carl threw out his arms as he went down, caught the
"Off I don'd was found somedings bedder as you to loogk
Irish boy by the leg, and pulled him in after him.
at, I shut ooh mein eyes ooh, I bet you,'' laughed Carl.
"Tearin' ages, phwat are yez doin', Cookyspiller?" roared
"Go'n wid yez, dhere's not manny betther t'ings to luk
Patsy, as he went down again.
at, Oi'm tellin' yez, Cookyspiller."
That set the boys to laughing once more, and then Patsy
"Dot was on'y w.hat you was t'ought, und you don'd was
went down and Carl came up.
bad senses enuff to knowed abouid dot."
"Where was Batsy went?" he asked, starting to wade
All the boys roared at this, and Patsy added:
"Dhin yez don't t'ink dhat Oi am competint to express ashore.
It was too much of a job for him to pull himself up
an opinion on dhe subject, do yez ?"
"Yah, I guess so, what it was?" returned Carl, and then over the boat rail.
"He went down to see where you were," laughed Ben
the boys laughed louder than before.
The enemy did not pursue the Liberty Boys, fearing to Spurlock, who was always lively.
"Dot was all righd, Batsy was all dose .dimes wery fond
fall into an ambush.
They were on the lookout for another such charge, how- off me, I bet you;" said Carl.
However, he did not go to look for Patsy, but walked out
ever, but Bob was not' going to i-epeat it too soon.
The redcoats withdrew, not caring to be too near in case and sat down to pull off his shoes and let. the water run
.
out.
of another attack.
Then Patsy came out, shook his fist at Oarl, and said:
The work of fortifying the camp and putting up tents
"Shure, Oi wor in dhe wather wanst, Cookyspiller, an'
·
went on, th~ greatest activity prevailing.
Then the Liberty Boys paraded in full sight of the en- dhat wor enuff widout yer pullin' me in ag'in'. Come over
emy, bugles sounded, and drums beat as if new regiments here an' Oi'l! give yez a bat on dhe hid."
The boys laughed at this singular invitation, while Carl
had arrived and everybody was busy.
"Shure, an' dhey'll be t'inkin' dhat another army intoirely answered in all soberness:
"Nein, I was too busy been alretty. Gife it to yourselluf."
has come to us," roared Patsy, "an' dhe forst t'ing we
That started the boys off some more, but Carl could see
know dhey'll be takin' to dheir heels, an' dhere'll be no
no fun in it.
raison to retrate at all, at all."
However, the work was done at last, and then Jack took
Meanwhile, during all this bustle, the heavy baggage and
stores were being removed behind Batt's Hill to Bristol his party back to the front again, while Carl and Patsy
Ferry, whence they were to be. transported to the mainland. put on dry clothes.
Then Dick returned with Mark and Phil, and had a
The enemy, seeing all this work going on, were unwilling
to renew the battle until they could receiVe :r:einforcemen~s. very interesting story to tell, and caused Jae~ to rem:irk
Later the Liberty Boys came suddenly fiymg out again, that the rest of them had not peen asleep dunng the time
the enemy's pickets were hastily called in, and there· was the the three had been gone.
Then Jack's story had to be told, the three boys being
·
greatest alarm.
No damage was done this time, beyond giving the enemy amused as well as interested.
"Well, I would have liked to be with you," said Jack,
a good fright and Bob led his gallant boys back to camp
"but I couldn't have been in two places, and we were kept
with a shout ~nd a cheer.
Tho Liberty Boys had some of their own baggage to busy."
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THE LIBERTY BOYS AT QUAKER HILL.
"And
agreed.

like!~

to be more so," said Dick, to \',l-."c 11 'chey all

CHAPTER XVII.
THE RETREAT FROM RHODE ISLAND.

Thc1 e had been many lively times for the gallant Liberty
Boys in little Rhode Island, and, as Dick had suggested,
there were to be still more.
The work of getting the baggage and stores away went
on rapidly, the enemy being entirely unsuspicious of what
was being done.
An appearance of fortifying the camp was kept up during
the day, and completely deceived the· British.
While all this was going on, Lafayette arrived from Boston, having come with all haste.
He was greatly disappointed at not having been present
to take part in the engagement, but set to work at once
and arranged to get the pickets away as soon as the work
of removing the baggage was completed.
At dark the tents were struck, but fires were lighted at
various points to give the appearance of a camp.
The sentries made their rounds as usual, and their calls
rang out as loudly as ever, there being every appearance of
.
a fortified, watchful camp.
. "There will be a big surprise for the enemy in the morn-in&:," declared Bob.
'·Yes, but there would have been a bigger one for us if
we had not learned of Howe's coming," was Dick's reply.
"It's a pity we could not have driven the British out of
Rhode Island," observed Mark.
"Well, we have had lively times here if we have not,"
retorted Jack.
"And Phil is not sorry we came here," laughed Ben.
"No, and I guess a certain young lady is rather glad we
·
.U.d," rejoined Sam.
"He'll be ready to come back here any time," added Mark.
"Yes, and there's no knowing how soon we may do so,"
was Jack's reply.
"That's so," Ben said. "General Washington is determined to drive the redcoats from Rhode Island, and Congress agrees with him."
The march began soon after dark, and by midnight the
troops had a)l crossed over the Bristol Ferry in fiairbottomed boats.
Lafayette took away the pickets, the Libety Boys being
among the last to leave.
It was mortifying to General Sullivan to be obliged to
evacuate Rhode Island, when Newport had been almost in
his grasp.
. Nothin~ could have saved the enemy from capitulating
if D'Estaing had co-operated with the · Americans, and the
feeling of resentment was strong against him.
. It did not appear to be good policy at that time for
Congress to censure him, but the people generally unhesitatingly charged the failure of the expedition upon the
bad conduct of the French.
Congress apprnved the retreat in a resolution passed in
·
September of that year, 1778.
Howe's fleet did not arrive as soon as it had been expected, reaching Newport the day after Sullivan's .retreat.
Then, as neither the sltlps nor Sir Henry Clinton's four
thousand troops were needed for the relief of Newport,
Lord Howe sailed for Boston.
Here, afte1; putting the town in a fright for one whole
day, and seeing the futility of' attacking D'Estaing, Howe
sailed away, Clinton landing his troops under the charge
of General Grey, at New Bedford.
Grey had the marauding methods of Prescott, Tryon, and
others, .and wantonly destroyed property to the value of
nearly a third of a million dollars.
Meanwhile the Liberty Boys had crossed in safety with
the other troops, and were now bringing up the rear.
They rested a few hours, having been s actively engaged
the day before.
They would keep in the rear of the army for a time, and
then proceed to Providence, unless they received other orders in the meantime.
They were well used to being sent here and there at short
uotice, and did not mind it in the least.
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Such an acti ve sort of life suited them, and they were
ready to go anywhere, whenever needed.
They had been organized to assist the cause in every way
possible, and it mattered not to them where they went, so
long as they could be of use.
They were riding along in good ordeF at an easy gait,
some miles in the rear of the army, when Bob said:
"There is smoke ahead of us, Dick, and a good deal of it. "
"Yes, so I perceive. There may be some .s alt meadows
on fire."
"But the meadow grass is not dry enough to burn yet,
Dick."
"Very true. Suppose we ride ahead and see what it is."
Then Dick and Bob and one or two others dashed ahead.
In a few minutes they turned a bend in the road, and
discovered the cause of the smoke.
It did not come from a burning meadow, but from a hayrick.
More than that, a fine large house not far away had been
set on tire, as well, and smoke and flame were pouring from
the upper windows.
A band of twenty or thirty rough-looking men were in
front of the house, shouting and yelling, and trying to
force an entrance.
"Tories, I'll bet anything!" cried Bob excitedly.
Then Dick signaled for the Liberty Boys, while he and
Bob and the others dashed ahead. The boys had increased
their speed, expecting that they would be needed.
They were not far in the rear of Dick and the rest,
ther~ore.

As Dick and his fellows dashed up, the men about the
house scattered right and left.
"It's only three or four rebels, .let's down 'em!" cried one
of the men, who seemed to be a leader.
At once the ruffians joined forces again, and came toward Dick.
"Back with you!" he cried, drawipg his pistols. "Back
with you, or I will not answer for the consequences."
"Down with 'em, men! " cried the leader, "and then we'll
finish with these other rebels."
"The first man who advances will be shot!" cried Dick.
"I've got my aim on you, you scoundrel,'' to the leade r.
Then there was a shout, and the rest of the Liberty Boys
came dashing up.
At this the Tory scoundrels, for such they were, scatJ
tered in all directions.
Dick quickly learned that the house belonged to a patriot family.
After the troops had passed, these Tories, thinking tha t
there were no m ore, had set fire to the hayrick.
They were incensed at the troops, and angry at all patriots, and so, thinking themselves safe, determined to take
a cowardly revenge upon the people of the house.
There were only women and small boys in the house, and
the scoundrels thought that they were safe.
The Tories had been driven off, but there were other
things to do.
The house must be saved, first of all.
The gallant boys · quickly dismounted, tethered their
horses at a safe distance, and got to work.
1
They were as good firemen as they were fighters, !llld
they ·speedily showed it.
There were buckets in plenty, and there was a full brook
at the bottom of the field back of the house.
Two lines of boys were quickly formed from the house
to the brook.
Then a number of the boys went inside, while others
procured ladders.
A line of buckets was soon coming along from the brook ,
some being taken in and some passed to the boys on the
ladders.
There was plenty of bustle and activity, but no confusion
or disorder.
Dick, Bob, Mark, and one or two others headed the different divisions, there was no confusion of orders, every
one knew what he was expected to do, and did it, and the
work went on rapidly and orderly.
"Work with a will, boys," said Drck. "We are always
ready to meet the enemy, whether it be a company CJf redcoats or a fire set by a lot of scoundrelly Tories.•

"You'r.e a lot of villains,'' said Dick, "and you've got to
leave this region or run the risk of being hanged. Now,
then, get out, all of you."
GJ!JTTING RID OF THE TORIES.
"Won't do it!" snarled two or three.
Dick stepped to the door and called.
looking
Bob
house
the
in
boys
the
of
head
the
at
Dick
In a few moments Mark, Ben, Jack, and half ~ dozen
Jack
and
Mark
piazzas,
and
roof
ladders,
the
on
t~ose
after
others entered.
the
at
Spurlock
·Ben
and
bngade,
bucket
t~e
managmg
"Leave this house at once,'' said Dick to the Tories, or
br~ok, all did 1pod work, and kept the boys busy besides. we'll fire."
the
also
help
efficient
most
gave
The ·people of the house
'l'he f~·ont door was open, and the men got out in a hurry.
boys taking hold and helping the Liberty Boys manfully Then Dick sent them ahead of him out of town.
not
was
fire
The result of this efficient work was that the
Some tried to go the other way, but the Liberty Boys
on}r p1·evented from spreading, but was shortly put out. prevented them.
~he lower part was not damaged, and the furniture, much
Th~y were all driven out of town, and. Dick warned them
of it old and valuable, had not been insured.
that 1f they went back they would be hanged.
When the fire was out and order had been restored, Dick
"I saw all ?f you men in front of that house," he said, "and
saw the lady of the house and asked:
I heard you Just now proposing to do other acts of violence."
"Will you .tell me the names of these Tories, that they
The Tories had nothing to say, knowing that they were
may be punished. Such wanton acts as the's e must not convicted out of their own mouths.
pass unnoticed."
"If I had seen you set fire to the house, I would take
"The leader is one Zebulon Skinner, who lives near War- you all off to the county jail."
1:en. He has been an unscrupulous enemy of my husband's
"The pillory and a good round dozen lashes is what they
for years, but 1:1'lways in a sneaking, underhand way."
all deserve,'' declared Bob.
;;Exactly," said Dick. "Who are the others?"
"You are not fit to live in a decent neighborhood," con. I do no_t know them all, but some are Zeke Scudder, Eph tinued Dick, '1and if I hear of your · returning I will see
Weldon"
Otis
and
Burchard
Zenas
Fletcher,
Hiram
Wilbur,
to it that you ai;e hanged, the lot of you."
"yes,'' said one ?f the boys, "and there's Con Long, Th~d
The Liberty Boys kept behind the scoundrels for miles,
a1·ound
li_ving
all
others,
lot
a
Smith, Ga1;rett Wilks, and
.a nd at last left them, Dick repeating the warning he had
on
tavern
the
at
here. You 11 always find a lot of them
already given them.
the Providence turnpike."
The boys proceeded to Providence, but in a short time
"WE'.'11 settle with them for to-day's work," said Dic!k. , were ordered elsewhere, there being plenty for them to do.
Taking leave of the good people of the house, the Liberty
The British left Newport the next year, after committing
many acts of vandalism, and very nearly devastating the
Boys rode on toward Warren.
At the end of a mile or two they came to a tavern at the island.
·
roadside.
They tried to blow up the "old mill," but merely succeedDick drew rein as he came in sight of the place, and said: ing in unroofing it, and reducing its height by three or four
"Surround the tavern as quickly and as quietly as possi- feet.
Later it chanced that the Liberty Boys were again in New- '
ble. The men we are seeking may be there."
The boys quickly obeyed, and Dick and Bob rode up port.
Phil Waters renewed his acquaintance with Marci~ Dame,
to the tavern and dismounted.
Entering quietly, Die~ heard the sound of roistering in who was now living in the city in her mother's house.
The acquaintance which had begun in friendship soon
-. .
the tap-room.
"Waal, if they di~ drive us away, Zeb, they can't stop us ripened into something deeper, and at the close of the war
Phil and Marcia were married.
from makin' it( hot fur other rebels," said one.
"No, they can't, Zeke, and we'll do it. There's them
Howards. They're rebels an' they o'rter be drove."
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS'
Dick had heard enough to know that these were the
CHARGE; OR, DRIVING OUT THE TORIES."
FIERCE
men he sought.
Then he entered the room.
Bob was close behind.
of the two Liberty Boys the men sprang \o
CHAPTER XVIII.

th!; :!:f.t

,I F SPECIAL. NOTICE - -

"Remain where you are," >mid Dick, leveling his pistols. "You men tried to destroy that house simply because
the people were patriots."
''.What house do you mean?" asked Zeb Skinner. "We
no house."
ham't tried to destroySkinner
and you Zeke Scudder and
"I know you, Zeb
you, Eph Wilbur, and all of' you. Yo~ are scoundrel~, the
·
lvt of you!"
"D on't you t a lk t o us like o' th a t!" grow1e d Ski nner.
"We're honest, if we are rough!"

LOOK!

Please give your newsdealer a standing or·der· for•
your weekly copy of "THE LIBERTY BOYS OF
'76." The War Industl"ies Board has asked all pubIishe1·s to save waste. Newsdealers must, therefore,
be informed if you intend to get a copy of this week· to
Iy ever y week' so they wi·11 know how many copies
•
f
order rom us.
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L ,OOK!

LOOK!... _

Exciting Detective Stories in Every Number

INE''
''MYST ERY MAGAZ
PRICE TEN CENTS

HANDSOME COLORED COVERS
-18 PAGES OF READING

PER COPY

FOR SALE AT ALL NEWS DEALERS

The greatest detective sto1ies ever written are now being published in ','MYSTERY MAGAzINE,"
out semi-monthly. Don't fail to get a copy of this splendid publication, for besides the big feature detective story, it also contains a large number of short stories and interesting articles, and all kinds
of other matter that would be of special interest to young and old. It is the only real detective story
magazine of its kind on the market. When you have read it, be sure to tell all your friends ah~:mt it, for
there are no detective stories that can equal the ones in this magazine.
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HIS BAD DAYS, WOULDN'T YOU, KITIY?" .
By GUY HUBBART.

"But we're gonna fight, believe me? I'm gonna buy me and Rajah 30 bucks worth of
them Wa~-Savings Stamps and let our dough treat 'em rough. Ain't we, Rajah? We'll buck
them biros long rarrge if we can't .git our claws into 'em. Money's just as good as guns, they
say, and me and Rajah are gonna chip in our bit while the U. S. A. can use it to the best
advantage.
"I'd rather fight if they'd take me, and this 600-pound kittten would, too, but money's
our lay, so here she is-30 bucks-and we're coming back with more. Just put on the front
of them little books of Thrift Stamps: 'Bengal Bill and Rajah! Thanks.' "
You can put your "treat 'em rough" money in with Rajah's and Bengal Bill's. They'll
be glad if you do, arid you'll be proud if you do.
Money means power to fight, and War-Savings Stamps will bring it in.
brings victory a dollar nearer. Don't forget for a single minute.

Every dollar
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·ASSIGN ME T 99
OR

THE STARTLING ADVENTURES .QF A BOY REPORTER
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STOR.. ;
CHAPTER V (Continued).
"Now you have your secret, and this is mine. Perhaps I'll tell you later. You say you know who stole
these gems?"
"Yes. I have the word. "
"Then that is what you mean by having the word.
Who gave it to you?"
"My father. He came to me in my dream. He
told me that Fen Wah stole the gems."
"Then, by gracious, I believe you're a true
dreamer!" cried Sam, really excited at the mention
of this Chinese name. "Did your father tell you
anything else in your dreams?"
"Yes. He told me where to find Fen Wah."
"Where?"
"On an English steamer. He showed me a name.
I don't know what it means. Perhaps you can tell.
"What was the name?"
"I will spell it. R-u-t-g-e-r-s. "
"Rutgers! There is a street in New York of that
name."
"He showed me a picture. It was the deck of a
steamer. Fen Wah was in the galley cooking."
"Is this Chinaman a cook?"
"Yes; he was the cook on the Genkodar."
"He was, eh? Do you often dream like that?''
"Very often. The Burmese all do."
"Mebbe this steamer on which Fen Wah is cooking lies at the foot of Rutgers street."
"Does that street run down to the water?"
"Yes.''
"Then that is it. Oh, take me there! I can
never find it. I will tell the captain. He will have
Fen Wah arrested. I shall get back the gems."
"I don't know about that."
"Yes, yes! My dreams come true. Help me,
Sam, and I will make you rich. See, I am not so
poor. I lied to you when I said I had no money. I
.
have enough. Look!"
Vista Hoon immediately began to undress.
Sam watched the boy curiously.
He pulled off his shirt, and loosened his trou&ers.
Sam saw then that he wore the breech-cloth around
his loins such as natives who go naked wear in the
Far East.
Thrusting his hand down into its folds, Vista
Hoon drew out a fat roll of Bank of England notes.
" You see!" he cried. "I know now.you will not

r o}> me. You are good. Look! Here is a thousa:bd pounds English money-how much that means
in dollars I do not know."
"It means ·five thousand dollars, then?" cried Sam.
"What do you mean by going hungry and sleeping
in packing boxes with all that cash in your shirt?"
"It was my father's," replied the boy, simply. "I
could not touch it till he came to me in my dreams
and told me what to do."
"Did he tell you last night, then?" demanded Sam.
"Yes, he did, " replied Vista Hoon, shaking his
head solemnly.- " He told me now to spend the
money, and that you would help me to get back the
gems."
" Pity he did not tell you to tell me where he got
the gems."
" But he did not. Perhaps he will later. We
shall see."
" Well, we will look up that steamer, anyway,"
cried Sam, getting out of bed.
" Good! Good!" said the boy. "Then we will get
a better room together, and I will pay all. You
have been good to me, Sam, and I am not ungrateful.
Suppose those thieves had got this money, then
where would we be?"
"Now you are shouting!n sai& Sam; "and that is
just what they would have done if it had not been
for me."

•

CHAPTER VI.

THE MATTER OF FEN WAH.

Sam was wild over his discoveries.
He saw all sorts of possibilities in the way of
newspaper stories in Vista Hoon.
But while dressing himself he remembered, like
the sensible fellow that he was, that he must not forget that he was only a cub reporter.
He must lick his case into shape, and be sure it
was all right before he took it in.
The boy again pressed Sam to tell him more about
Richard Luzon.
This Sam refused, saying:
"Wh:en you get ready to tell me all your story I'll
tell you all mine and explain how I came to know this
man vou know. but I can't do it before.''

.
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And there the matter rested for the time being,
"I will do just as you say."
nor did Vista Hoon allude to Luzon again.
"Then if we see him speak pleasantly to him, just
"You want to get one of those notes of yours as though nothing had happened. We will then go
changed, and b:uy some decent clothes," said Sam. away and send a detective after him-see?"
"Then you won't attract so much attention. With
"All right. How will you get on the ship? Peryour white trousers, your thin alpaca coat, and your haps they won't let us go aboard."
·
green sash and fez you look to our people as if youl "My badge will fix that all right.
You have ·
just escaped fr&m some dime museum. It really spoken to this Chinama.n before?"
isn't safe for you to go about the streets so."
"Never."
"Later," replied Vista Hoon. "First we go to
"You did not suspect him of having robbed you?"
that street and see if we can find Fen Wah. He
"No more than anyone else. I suspected them all
except Mr. Luzon."
would not know me if I was dressed differently."
"And if you think he is going to drop the gems
"Was Mr. Luzon a passenger?"
in.t o your hands when you -shout you are mightily
"Yes. He had the next stateroom to ours."
mistaken," thought Sam. '.' I wonder what I ought
"Did Fen Wah ever come into the cabin?"
to do? That the Chink is the murderer I actually
"Often. He was steward as well as cook."
believe."
"I see. It is a wonder you did not suspect h1n .
1;'hey went to th~ir beanery fo.r break;f~st, and then, for he w?uld be the most likely pe_rson to st~~- ·
while they were eatmg Sam quest10ned Vista Hoon the gems. Did he make up the beds m the sb . ~.
about the robbery.
1room?"
It appeared that the elder Hoon had died early in
" No that was another Chinaman."
the voyage from Rangoon, and after his death the
"What was his name?"
boy carried the gems in ~ bag hung about his neck.
'"Wing Dock."
He assured Sam positively that he had never
''Did you not suspect him?"
shown them to anyone, nor mentioned that he had
"Yes; but what could I do? No one would liste1l
them, nor had his father done so.
to what I said."
"! see. You were in a hard position. Well, I
All he knew about the robbery was that one morning he woke up in his stateroom with a cracking can have this Fen Wah arrested anyhow; if he has
headache, and when he looked for the gem bag it the gems we are sure to get them." '
was gone.
Sam hurried his charge to the foot of Rutgers Slip.
He made known his loss to the captain of the , Here, sure enough, they found an English tramp
Genkodar, which was a tramp steamer, but no at- steamer tied up just beyond the drydocks.
ten ti on was paid to his story, which, of course, was
They walked down on the wharf, and werit boldly
not believed.
'
aboard.
The only person who showed any interest in it
No one interfered with them.
was Richard Luzon, who showed sympathy, but
The crew were Lascars, blacker even than Vista
nothing was done.
Hoon.
After breakfast Sam and his charge started for
Loading was going on, and as the boys walked
Rutgers street.
,
\
along the deck no one spoke ·.to them. Sam tool~
It was not necessary to report at the office at nine. out his book and pencil to make some notes.
He called up the editor on the 'phone and made the
"I wonder where the galley is?" questioned Sam,
as they returned to the dock.
excuse that he was working on his assignment.
"Now, Hoon," said Sam, as they walked along,
"Right there," replied Vista Hoon, pointing.
"let me tell you something. If we find the Chink on "This steamer is arranged just like the Genkodar."
this steamer you must say ·nothing about the gems
They were on the side, and next to the vessel.
- see?"
Now in a minute they came opposite the galley.
"But why?"
Sure enough, there stood a Chinaman working
" Because we shall get into trouble. I can help among the pots artd pans.
you, and I will, but you must do just as I say."
He looked up, and as his eyes rested upon Vista
" I certainly will, because my father told me to in Hoon there was something doing at once.
my dream."
With a wild cry the Chinamen seized a big carv"Your dreams are all right, and see that you live ing-knife and rushed down the gang-plank for the
up to them. Do you know what I am?"
boys on the wharf. ,
"A boy like myself, I suppose. You are not a
Vista Hoon would surely have got the knife in
girl in boy's clothes, then?"
his body but for Sam, who dropped his note-book
"Don't be a fool. Do you know my business, I and pencil, and dealt the Chinaman a stinging blow.
It sent the yellow fiend reeling against the stringmean. But of course you don't. · I am a reporter
on the New York Atlas."
piece.
"Oh! The Atlas is a newspaper, I suppose."
Sam whipped out his revolver, expecting the ma:1
"Yes. I can command all kinds of influence. What would turn on him.
we want to do is just to identify this Chink and then
But no!
have him arrested---see ?"
{To be continued.)
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CURRENT ·NEWS
•

SEW ON A HAND.
While holding a .block of wood which his brother
was chopping, James Coates, of Shamokin, Pa.,
slipped and plunged forward as the ax w:as swung
and severed his hand within an inch of the wrist.
Surgeons at the ·s tate Hospital sutured it back into
i ~s place and are trying to restore circulation in an
endeavor to save the hand.
LIGHTNING FROM CLEAR SKY KILLS TWO
BOYS IN COLORADO.
Leonard Spence, 17 years old, and his nephew,
My le Spe~ce,. 8, were killed by lightning while they
were cultiv~tmg. potat?es at the home ~f Mrs. Mary
J. Spence m Missoun Park, three miles north of
Salida, Col. Mrs. Spence was the mother of Leonard and the grandmother of Myle. Leonard was
driving and Myle riding on the machine when a
ftash of lightning came from a sky that was clear of
clouds. Mrs. Spence and her son, Charles, about
100 feet away, felt the shock.

sighted. These reports followed the posting ~f a
notice in the main dining room that the Umted
States Shipping Board is offering $100 as a reward
to the passenger who sights an enemy m:dersea
craft. The sighting of the craft must be verified by
two others and by the master of the vessel from
.d
,
which it is sighted.
Off the Alligator Point Light, Southern Flori a,
a wrecked hy-droairplane was sighted.

TRIES TO SHIP FOOD IN PIANO.
A German professor, attached to , the loca"' _university in Basr?l for several years, recently received
a call from a German university. He accepted the
position and returned to the land of his birth. His
wife stayed behind to arrange for shipment of the
furniture and household goods. Also, the frau prof essor was eager to take along some good things to
eat which·-she still could get in the land of comparative plenty, but which were only a memory in the
Kaiser's domain.
So the frau' professor pried open the rear wall of
SUGAR CONCERN HIRES 100 COLLEGE
piano and filled the interior with a number of
her
.
GIRLS.
Sugar refiners of ~o1orado have been so hard hit hams and sides of }:>aeon. Then she took the coverthe draft tha~ a bid has been sen~ to every co-ed ing off her sofa, lifted one of the springs and placed
m the labo1·a~~rrns. of every co~lege m the State to some more hams, some more bacon and some oth~r
accept a pos1t10n m the chemical departments qf good things inside, tacking the covering on agam
.
after the interior was loaded.
.
.
some su~ar plants.
Experiments were made with women chemists by After notifying the express company and the custhe G:eat Western Sugar Company last ye~r, a~d toms authorities, the woman left for Davos, where
the tnal was so successful that 100 college giris will she tried to forget the· pangs of her guilty conbe added to the chemical staff of that corporation science.
this Summer.
Soon the servant girl, who.had been left in charge_
of the house, notified the frau professor that the
·
customs official had been there and found every.FARM HANDS ASK HIGH PAY.
_
Three farmers at Alma, Kan., recently tried to thing o. K.
When the frau professor returned to her house
.
hire farm hands.
One young fellow agreed to work for $50 a month and found how easy the customs officials had been
if given the use of the farmer's car whenever he duped, greed drowned the voice of precaution. If
those men in uniform could not find ten hams, they
wanted it.
Another said he would work for $45 if given Sat- would no more find twenty hams, the frau ·professor
urday afternoons and Sundays off and furnished a said to herself. So she opened the rear wall of the
piano once more, unmindful of the fact that. the
.
•
horse an~ buggy.
The third wanted $50 and the farmer to furmsh officers had put seals on the boards that were hable
him a car to go and se~ hi.s girl, twen~y miles away, to be pried off. Thus the lady stored away some
more food in the interior of her bulky pieces of
every Sunday. The trio is not workmg.
furniture.
When the goods reached the frontier it ~as di~$100 FOR SIGHTING U-BOATS.
An American steamship arrived in an Atlantic covered that the seals had been broken. An mvestiport recently from South American ports after gation of the piano and other ~i~ces revealed the
weathering the outside swirls and high seas of a presence of a large store of provis10ns.
tropical hurricane off Jamaica. She brought 100 The frau professor lost all her toothsome wares
and had to pay a fine of J?Ore than $1,500. 1:'inally
passengers.
she was arrested, and will have to stand trial for
pY
enlived
was
voyage
Passengers reported the
freauent reports that German submarines had been, violating government seals.
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INTERESTING ART/Cl.ES
ONE M~LLION WATCHES FOR OUR ARMY
ORDERED.
The Headquarters of the American Expeditionary Forces in France has ordered one million
watches from Swiss firms for the use of the American troops operating in France.
The order is welcomed by the Swiss watch industry, which has been in a precarious condition.

"Books and periodicals can be sent to the American prisoners of war in Germany, only when they
are ordered through the publishers, and are dispatched from the office of the same."
Old ·books form a convenient method of secret
communication, and reqti'ire extr aordinary scrutiny
on the part of the censorship for ces. It is felt that
the above will be under stood and appreciated by the
relatives and friends of the prisoners, and by the
GERMAN .TRAVELERS CARRY OWN BED publio at large, since it shows the watchfulness of
LINEN.
the War Department in thus caring for the interV:isitors to the Leipzig exhibition this year must ests of the prisoners and of their friends at home.
'
take their own bed linen or they will be refused
rooms at the hotels, according to a notice served on
MACHINE GUNS AND SMALL ARMS.
prospective visitors by the hotelkeepers through the
local newspapers.
On the first of June it was stated in the House
"All linen has been requisitioned by the govern- that in eighteen days of May 659 heavy Browning
ment," the notice says.
machine guns were delivered to the United Staten
Govermnent by two firms. In the beginning of
AUSTRIANS REBEL AT RISE IN BRE'AD June heavy Browning :niachine guns were being
PRICE.
.produced at the rate of over 1,000 a month; in May
There is widespread discontent in large Austrian the delivery of light Brownings was 1,800; and durtowns by a recent rise of 116 per cent. in the price ing the early summer the nor mal output will ·be
of bread, according to an Exchange Telegraph dis- carried to 10,000 a mont h, should it be necessar y.
patch from Zurich. The Socialist party in Austria That excellent t rench · warfare weapon, the Colt
has .declared it is impossible for working classes to automatic pistol, is being deliver ed at the rate of
bear this increase. Negotiations have been opened 40,000 per month. At the beginning of June th~
with the Government over the situation. Meetings new Enfield rifle was being put out -at the rate of
of protest have been held in the populous working- 9 000 per day.
·
class districts of Vienna, Prague and Gratz.
'
Complications are feared, the dispatch adds.
HUNGER KILLS RICH RECLUSE.
Salzberg is declared to have been without bread for
the past eight days. Dalmatia is reported suffering
Though she had $125,000 in securities in her
from a "malady of hunger" because of the lack of .poorly furnished fiat at 262 Jackson avenue, Jerse ·
food.
City, Mrs. Annie Sisler lied dead from starvatim .
She was 60 years old and had been regarded by her
RUM BONUS FOR GRAIN FEEDS GERMAN neighbors as eccentric.
,,.
TOWN. ,
Having missed the re~luse for several days,
The Burgomaster of Arnsberg, Westphalia, Ger- neighbors notified a policeman, who for ced the doo,many, having failed in all endeavors to induce the of her fiat and found her in bed, faintly breathing.
farmers of the neighborhood to bring in supplies, She was rushed to the City Hospital, where she died
placed this advertisement in the local newspapers in half an"hour.
as a final hope:
The police found bank books, bonds and mort"This municipality will buy all agricultural prod- gages tucked away in st rong boxes. In June Mrs
ucts for cash at Government prices. Every person Sisler had deposited' $5,000 in a Jersey City bank.
who delivers 100 pounds of bread grain or 300 She is said to have lived on on~ banana a day. Her
pounds of potatoes will receive a ticket entitliJag- rent was only $8 a month.
him to buy a bottle of brandy or rum at reduced
Twelve year s ago, it is said, her husband, Dr.
prices from the municipal cellars."
. John Sisler, taking $300 with him, l ~ft his drug
Within twenty-four hours the cellars were empty store at Ocean and Grand avenues, t ellmg her that
and the residents of Arnsberg enjoyed the first he was going to call. on a patient. This was the last
square meal they had had for weeks.
that she heard of him.
Mrs. Sisler's · spirit was broken. After a while
SEND BOOKS TO PRISONERS DIRECT she moved to the Jackson avenue house. She mingled with none of her neighbor s.
FROM PUBLISHERS.
The following ruling is authorized by the Military ' No article of food was found in her room after
Censorship:
her death.
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A FEW GOOD .ITEMS
HOW BEAVERS FELL TREES.
A naturalist. who has given particular study to
the ways of beavers, asserts that those creatures
have an ingenious method of cutting the trunk of
a tree that they wish to fell.
Instead of attempting to gnaw it straight through
they make two cuts, one above the other, and they
pry out pieces between the cuts. The result of their
operations is a V-shaped notch, resembling that made
by a woodsman with an axe.

of dollars have already been spent in making the
negatives and many more t~ousands of pictures
are yet to be t aken, the need for fireproof storage
became more manifest.
The vaults will be located in one building, but between each vault there will be built fireproof walls.
The doors of the vaults will also be fireproof. For
the proper preservatio n of the negatives, the va?lts
will be so constructed that ventilation and a fairly
even temperatur e will be maintained .

CASTOR OIL FOR AIRPLAN E MOTORS.
The necessity of securing millions of gallons of
castor oil for lubricating rotary aviation engines
during the first two years of the war, · when the
supply then available was only 700,000 gallons, was
one of the unexpected problems encountered in 1917
in attempting to carry out the American air program.
In the solution qf it, a lost American industry-t he
growing of castor beans-has been revived. The
latest advices indicate that the planting of 108,000
acres with beans has been accomplish ed throughout
eight Southern states and California, and on a large
acreage in Cuba, Haiti and Santo Domingo. It is
estimated that the average acre will produce twenty
gallons of oil of No. 1 grade, making 2,000,000 gal4,737 UNION PRINTERS IN WAR.
A report issued by Marsden G. Scott, president of Ions for. th~ fir~t year. In September,. 1917, the
the Internation al Typographi cal Union, shows that castor oil. situat10n assumed such a ser10us aspect
on June 15, 4,081 j(l>urneymen members of the union that the Signal C?rps, through the Secr etary of ~ar,
and 656 apprentices were in the armies and navies of secured the appomtmen t of a board that comprise"!
the United States and Canada. Seve·nty-five mem- representat ives of the A vi~tion Section of the Signal
hers have died in service and the union has paid $22 _ Corps, Departmen t of Agriculture, Export Bureau of
' War Trade Board and .civilian experts. Deliberatio ns
350 in death benefits to their families.
" This union," Mr. Scott said, "has invested $30,- of th~ Cast or Oil Pr?duction .Board r esulted in the
000 in each of the three Liberty Loans. Our subor- plantmg of castor 011 beans m more than ~00,000
dinate organizatio ns and individual members have acres under Governmen t contr acts. The pn ce r ecinvested more than $3,000,000 in these securities. ommended .to be paid for beans so grown was $3.50
Our strike expenses for the 'last twelve months were per forty-six-po und bushel. Thr ough arr angements
made with Great Britain the steamship Adelaide
only $1 237."
from Bombay, on January 7, 1918, arrived with
'
about 6,000 long 1tons of castor beans. ApproxiTO PRESERV E WAR FILMS IN FIREPROO F mately 200 tons were used as seed and the r emainder
for oil, for immediate needs. This supplied about
VAULTS.
The War Departmen t authorizes the following 500,000 gallons. Over a million gallons of oil was
secured from England for shipment direct to France.
'
statement:
These supplies, together with oil from other sources,
photoof
collection
valuable
the
To safeguard
graphic negatives and the thousands of feet of mov- made available a total of 2,400,000 gallons. While
ing-picture films of the present war, the War De- castor oil is not essential as a lubricant for the " Libpartment has authorized the building in Washing- erty" engine, or most of the other reciprocatin g engines, it is essential to the efficient operation of roton of fireproof storage vaults.
Under the direction of the historical division of tary motors. Although little has been said regarding
the General Staff thousands of still and moving the rotary motors in the air program, great numbers
pictures have been taken, both in this country and are in use abroad. The Air Service is using motors
in Europe, for the purpose of historical record. of this type in advanced training planes; 150 are now
These have been stored in various places in Wash- in use. Some 500 more, now under manufactur e,
ington, because heretofore no suitable place had will take rotary motors, as will a new single seater,
been provided for their safeke_eping. As thousands pursuit type plane for advanced traininJ?.

MUSKRAT HOLDS UP TRAIN.
A muskrat recently held up the most important
train on the Boston and Maine railroad.
At Tower C the switch failed to work, an electriCian was called, who investigate d and found that a
muskrat, eating the grease to lubricate switches,
had been caught between switch points and the
body had become so wedged that the switchman was
unable to close the switch.
The marshes around the freight yard have so large
a muskrat population that a brakeman, Charles
Brown, during the spring season shot enough muskrats to bring him $100 for pelts and musk.

,/
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FROM ALL POINTS
COMPARED
RESOURCES AS
WITH GERMANY'S.
The Treasury Department author izes the following:
Pessimistic Americans who view with alarm our
d ·
·
·mcreasmg
na t·10na1 obl"igat•ions may enve a great
·
f
·
f t f
d 1 f
ead.ot. comf othr Uro1?t da Scotamtparisont o tthde ~1t1hantchiatl
a
es con ras e w1
e m e
con I ion o
of Germany
·
·
The total resources of the United States are estimated at about $250,000,000,000; our annual earn"EAGLE" BOATS FOR ITALY.
So impressed are Italian naval constructors and ing~ are estima.ted a~ about $50'.000,0~0,000. Our
engineers with the new American type of "Eagle'.' national debt, rncludmg the Third Liberty Loan,
boat s to be used as submarine chasers that the Ital- may be put a1ound $~2,000,000,000. Before the
ian government has ordered twelve of them for Government was spei;idmg ab~ut $1,000,000,000 a
use in the Adriatic Sea. These boats will be built year: When the war is ended, mterest charges, l:ss
by the Ford Manufacturing Company, of Detroit, the mterest c.ollected from our loans to our alhes,
and may be the forerunner of orders for a large Government. msurance. expenses and other necesnumber of the craft: The "Eagle" boats are about sary e~pend1tures. growmg out of t~e w~r may conservabvely be estimated at somethmg hke $1,000,200 feet long, built of steel, and of fast speed.
00G,OOO. We are confronted, therefore, when peace
romes, with raising only a couple of billions a year
BULL CHARGES AUTO.
George Carpenter, a rancher near Yakima, revenue, a ·slight task for a Nation of such tremenWash., has sent his once per fectly good automobile dous wealth, capacity and resources.
The resources of Germany before the war were
to the hospital to be treated for serious injuries as
estimated to be $80,000,000,000. The annual exa result of an attack by an enraged bull.
Carpenter left his machine standing in a field in penditures then of the Imperial Government were
which he pastures a pedigreed Holstein bull. When about $800,000,000. Her debt now is $30,000,000 000
he r et urned the bull was still engaged in making and he;r re~ources and man-power h~ve been' se- .
decisive charges on the now badly-battered car. verely impaired. After the war she is confronted
With r einforcement s the bull was driven off and the with additional expenditures growing out of the
war totaling some $4,000,000,000.
wrecked automobile rescued.
The interest of her war debt, even if the debt
no larger, will be about $1,500,000,000. Algrows
COLORED MEN IN THE WAR.
she is niggardly in her pensions to private
though
the
is
large
at
Nation
the
to
ifyjng
grat
Very
whole-hearted way in which the colored people have soldiers and their families, $1,000,000,000 a year
responded to the call of war. The draft has been would hardly suffice to pay even small pensions to
accepted w_ith enthusiasm. An Army officer from her injured and the families of her soldiers who
the South tells us that the colored soldiers are proud have been killed. Her war debt must be paid some
of the uniform and the service. Also, in the work time and a sinking fund of 5 per cent. would add
of preparation going on behind the fighting line, the $1,500,000,000 to her annual taxation. Here is a
colored man is doing excellent service both · in total increase of $4,000,000,000 all due to the war.
France and at home. We find him at the docks as Of course both the United States and Germany may
stevedore; along the lines of communication as rail- greatly increase their debts, but the increases will
road builder and teamster; and at home, we have not change the relative situations.
The German Government has drained the Gerrecords which show what he can do when he expeople of their gold, even their jewels and heirman
piles,
220
of
driving
the
as
such
tends himself,
aggregating 14,260 feet in total length, in 9 hours looms, and yet the Imperial Bank of Germany now
and 5 minutes at the Hog Island Yard; and the feat has but little over $500,000,000 of gold in its vaults.
of one colored riveter and his crew who put in 4,875 The United States has made no special effort to obrivets in 9 hours' time. After the war, when the tain gold, has made no call upon the people for the
question of extending the rights of the colored peo- precious metal, and yet to-day has in its Treasury
ple comes up for discussion, their record during the vaults practically $2,500,000,000 of gold coin a~ ~
' ad
bullion.
war will be in evidence.
an

CHINE SE SING AND ROUT BANDIT GANG.
The singing of four Chines~who may have been
cha~ting a death song-as t hey stood lined up
agamst a wall at the point of a revolver so disconcerted one of the two holdup men that he dropped
loot. ·
half" his
d" th f
"
t d
T n ' O wh"t
e our
covere
i e men en ere . 0 ne
started
second
in a laundry, in St. Louis, while the
t d . .
fol. the cash d rawer. Th e Ch"mese st are
smgmg.
Both bandits then fled.
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

Emmett J. Scott, special assistant to the Secretary
of War, announced that orders were issued on July
22 by the War Department to the office of the Surgeon General which will enable colored nurses who
have been registered by the American Red Cross
Society, to render service for their own race in the
Army. Colored nurses will be assigned to the base
hospitals now established at Camp Funston, Fort
Riley, Kan.; Camp Grant, Rockford, Ill.; Camp
Dodge, Des Moilles, Iowa; Camp Taylor, Louisville,
Ky. ; Camp Sherman, Chillicothe, Ohio, and Camp
Dix, Wrightsown, N. J. At these camps a total of
about 38,000 colored troops are stationed. General
Pershing has been asked by cable whether the services ·of colored nurses can be utilized to advantage
among the American Expeditionary Force.

..

--- .

.._

GRINS AND CHUCKLES

"When you're whipped," said Mr. Dolan, "you
ought
to say you've had enough." "If I've the
William Cook, aged 100 years, of Victoria, B. C. 1
strength
left to say I've had enough," replied 1\Ir.
has his resignation card on file here for military
Rafferty,
"I'm not whiped yet."
service. He says he is willing to do anything the
Government require~to help win the war. As he
A youngster who is much given to philosophical
believes he cannot be accepted in the military service
reflection
recently propounded this query to his
he wants to go on the land and help raise food for
mother:
"Mother,
if it is true that we are made of
the forces overseas. He came to the coast from
dust,
how
is
it
that
we don't get muddy when we
Quebec in 1848.
drink?"
The famous "House That Jack Built,'' erected in
the early days of Bellaire, Ohio, by Jacob Heatherington, was sold at Sheriff's sale for $6,900. Over
the door at the front entrance is the head of a mule
:11ade of gold embedded in -the stone. Mr. Heatherington placed it there to keep alive the memory of
his mule, Jack, who was used in the mine where
Mr. Heatherington amassed a fortune.

"But you can cook?" asked the prosaic young man.
"Let us take these questions up in their proper
order," -returned the wise girl. "The matter of cooking is not the first thing to be considered." "Then
what is the first?" he demanded. "Can you provide
the things to be cooked?"

Once an old lady was bei'ng shown· over Nelson's
ship Victory. As the party approached the spot
where Nelson met Il.is death, the attendant pointed
Mrs. Hary A. Hamilton, formerly Miss Christy to the brass plate fixed ih the deck and said: "This
A. McColgan of Thermalite, who was scalped when is where Nelson fell." The old lady was impressed,
her hair caught in a belting at Wheatland, Cal., is_ but not in the right way. "No wonder!" she said,
still in a bad condition at the hospital in Sacramento. "I nearly tripped over that thing myself."
It had been necessary to remove the scalp, as it
refused to knit, and skin grafting will have to be / 'If we are goin~ to be married you must give up
resorted to. Mrs. Hamilton is reported to be cheer- smoking," she said. "Yes," he agreed. ~'And drinkful, despite the great pain she suffers. Her sister, ing, and your club." "Yes." "Ahd playing cards for
Mrs. Walter W. Hamilton of Los Angeles, a trained money. Now, doesn't anything else suggest itself
nurse, is in constant attendance.
to you that you will give up of your own accord?"
"Yes." "What?" "All idea of getting married."
Charles Peterson, noted billiardist, has announced
he will employ girls in his billiard hall in St. Louis.
An old colored uncle was found by the preacher
Peterson said the reasons for employing girls are, prowling in his barnyard late one night. "Uncle Calprimarily because they can do the work better than houn," said the preacher sternly, "it can't be good
nen, and, secondarily, because men are hard to get. for your rheumatism to be prowling around here in
"This will be a good place for girls to work/' the rain and cold." "Doctor's orders, sah," the old
Peterson said. "And it will be good for the place man answered. "Doctor's orders?" said the preachwhen girls are employed here. Their presence will er. "Did he tell you to go prowling around all night?"
aid me in keeping profane language and the like on "No, sah, not exactly, sah," said Uncle Cal; "but he
th e othP.r RiilP. of thP. walls."
1 done ordered chicken broth."
'
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tall man, who he could see-it was a lovely moonlight night-was wrapped in a ll>ng brown cloak, and
who wore his broad, soft hat slouched over his
By D. W. Stevens
eyes. The man walked so rapidly as almost to
touch the doctor ; but he slackened not his pace, and
Doctor Eneas MacBride, a native of Edinburgh, vanished in the shadows.
Scotland, having espoused the cause of Prince
"It's all very well for you to slouch your hat over
Charles Edward Stuart, was exiled by the British your eyes, my friend," said Doctor MacBrifle to
Gover~ent: Aft~r wandering through different himself, " but I know that hat and cloak very well,
countnes with varied success, he finally came to or I am grievously mistaken. They belong to the
Rome and took up apartments in the Palazzo Carmi- nameless man who lod()'es
il1 rme of t he garretJ at
0
nali, a large four-story mansion, tenanted on the the Palazzo Carminali. I om.!::! nursed you t hrough
lower floors by an Ei;iglish nobleman, the doctor, a fever, my friend; and gave y.::'l money to get your
and several other pr omment personages. The upper cloak out of pawn. I don't think that you would
floors were occupied by a miscellaneous clas~ of do me any harm, although fol ks do say that you
(J~ople of ev~ry type, from a fiddler to the mysterious are a spadacino-a hired assa~i!'.'. !""
hired assassrn.
Scarcely hq.d he thus exp:>:esse· himself, when
One sultry evening the doctor called his servant he heard, in a low voice behind him the single word,
and said, "Bring me my hat, cloak and cane." The "Eccolo !" "Here he is!" And im~edi ately he was
servant brought the articles named, and Dr. Mac- seized from behind by strong arms ; a heavy cloak
Bride descended the staircase into the Piazza di was thrown over his head, and he was lifted from
Spagna, and walking leisurely along, proceeded to the gr ound and car ried some yards . Then he · was
the well-known druggist's shop kept by Signor Pan- thrust forward on to what seemed t o be some kind
ciarotto, at the corner of the Via de Condotti.
of bench or seat ; the arms which hat/ seized him had
Doctor Eneas MacBride had intended to be absent relaxed their grasp ; a door was slammed and he
from home only a very short time at the outside. As became aware that he was in a rapidly-moving
a matter uf fact he had only gone to the farmacia to wheeled vehicle.
buy a scudo's worth of cochineal and to have a little
Dr. Eneas MacBride had in ver ity been kidnapped
pleasant chat with Panciar otto, a lean old man, like by two men ; forcibly carried by them to a coach, one
Pantaloon in the pantomine, and with a prodigious of the doors of which was standing wide open, hudstore of anecdote; but so many of Dr. MacBride's d1ed into t he vehicle and rapidly driven away. The
friends kept dropping in, and they each and all had whole proceeding, indeed, had been watched with
something so very entertaining to talk about, that the liveliest interest by an individual who \YaS clad
an hour and a half had passed with what seemed in a long, brown cloak, and who wore his hat
magical rapiditY. At last Dr. MacBritle found him- slouched over his eyes, and who-there is now no
self the sole r emaining member of the gossip- indiscretion in saying it -was the nameless man who
mongers lingering in the shop, where a few wax livE!d in one of the garr et s of the Palazzo Carminali,
taper s in hu~e tall glasses were giving a glimmer- and whose profession was conjectured to be th~ of
ing Jight. So the doctor wrapped his cloak about an assassin for hir e. And as he watched the
hi~, as, in .the. days of yore, he had ~apped his carriage rapidly r~~rea~inf into the sha~ow~, t~e
plaid, and biddrng the apothecary good-mght, made namel e~s man was Jrnghng"'some golden corns m his
for the door. He had placed the packet of cochineal hand and ch uckling merrily.
in a side pocket.
·
While the nameless man was thus congratulating
"Stay," he suddenly exclaimed, pausing on the Jhimself on the successful result of hts exceptionally
threshold. " I had forgotten something, and I must bloodless night's work, unseen hands had relieved
keep you out of your bed, my excellent Panciarotte, Dr . Eneas MacBride of the heavy cloak in which he
for yet a few moments. You :must make me up, had been muffled, and in which he had been all but
if you please, that admirably efficacious sleeping suffocat ed. He sat up, t o find himself indeed in the
draught, wit h the secret of the formula of which interior of what was evidently a carriage belonging
only you and I are cognizant, and which has giver. to some person of rank.
· The blinds were closely drawn down, but a smo.11
ease to so many of my patients."
'-'With pleas1.ire," said the apothecary, as he bustled lamp hanging from the roof gave sufficient light for
from jar to jar and bottle to bottle, pouring various him to see t hat the opposite seat was occupied be
ingredients into a glass vial.
two gentlemen very r ichly dressed, but whose counHe had soon complet ed his task; and Doctor Mac- tenance.s were wholly concealed by masks of black
Bride1 placing the vial in his side pocket with the silk, having deep fingers of the same material. One
cochineal, left the f armacia. He crossed the Piazza· of the gentlemen hastened to inform him that he
di Spagna, in the direction of the College of the must submit to have his eyes bandaged.
Propaganda, when, just as he had reached the spot
As he pulled t he bandage out of his pocket and
where now is the monument erected in commemora- proceeded ver y adroitly to adjust it to the doctor'G
tion of the promulgation of the doctrine of the eyes, his companion t ook occasion to remar k that
Immaculate Conception, his path was crossed by a ·he and the other gentleman wer e fully armed, and
DR. MAcBRIDE'S ADVENTURE.
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should the doctor, at this or at any other stage of for yielding to you. But I must have a vessel, a
, the proceedings, offer the slightest resistance t r large vessel of warm water."
Presently two female attendants, each closely
any request proffered to him, he would be imrnedientered the room, carrying between them a
masked,
Dr.
ately stabbed to death. Upon this admonition,
tub of warm water. This vessel they
silver
large
Scot
canny
the
like
determined,
MacBride
Eneas
he was, to hold his tongue and see-when he was placed before the young lady, who, without a word,
permitted to use his eyesight again-what came of immersed her feet in the water. Then Doctor MacBride, once more bending over the victim, smoothit.
ing the hair on her forehead, and feeling her pulse,
continually
was
It seemed to him that the carriage
turning, and was being driven through a great knelt, lancet in hand, by the side of the silver footvariety of streets, possibly with the view to pr~vent bath. He rose, looked in the victim's face, chose a
his forming any accurate idea as to the part of the fresh lancet, and knelt again by the side of the footcity to which he was being conducted. The coach bath. The water was now deeply discolored. Ere
at length stopped, and the door was opened to him. long it was completely crimson.
"Bring another bath-a tub-a bucket-what you
His two companions took him each under one arm,
assisted him to alight, and conducted him up a nar- will !" said the doctor; "and more warm water!"
row staircase into a room where, after a moment's Then he continued, hastily holding his wrists round
pause, the bandage was removed from his eyes. He the ankles of the patient while the first foot-bath
found himself in a small drawing-room or boudoir, was taken away and another substituted for it, "'fhis
dimly lighted by wax tapers, and richly furnished; will finish the work."
"She is dead," said Dr. Eneas MacBride, solemnly.
although sheets and pieces of tapestry had been
"How she bled," repeated the shorter of the two
thrown over some of the chairs, or placed in front
men.
masked
of
purpose
the
for
though
as
frames,
picture
the
of
"She will bleed no more," said Doctor MacBride.
t lreventtingt a ~t~~nger from too closely identifying
P
"And now let me ask you what you intend to do
e room.
ie con en s o
the evidence of your and, I may almost say, my
with
took
now
me~
T~e t.aller of the two masked
the docto by the ar.r:i and led him forward. guilt? How do ·you intend to dispose of the corpse?
"When you planned your little scheme, gentleT~e sh?~ter gentleman hfted a heavy velvet curthe doctor went on almost bantering, "you
men"
tam ve1hng an open portal, and the three passed
have planned the l~t act of your trageay as
sho~ld
the
in
~~erything
Here
~nto a vast ?ed-chamber.
w~y of furniture, and even the ce1lmg and the cu;- well as the preceding ones. Let me tell you that a
tams and counterpane of a huge four-pos~ bed .m murdered body is, in a civilized city, one of the
the center of the room, had been shrouded m white most difficult of imaginable things to get rid of. But
sheeting. At the fo?t. of t~e bed there sat! or rather since I have gone so far with you in this abominable
th.ere w~s half-reclmmg m a large chair covered business, I will go yet further and help you to conwith crimson velvet.. a young lady-;--she coul~ be ceal this corpse. Bring it back with me to my
scarcely more than i:meteen~xceedmgly beautiful, surgery in the Piazza di Spagna-I am accusto:ned
and with golden hair that nppled over her shoul- to have such burdens brought to me at dead of mght
ders. Her hands were tightly clasped, and she was -and I'll dissect her. By which I meaJl that in less
deathly pale. She was clad in a long, loosely-flow- than twelve hours no recognizle trace will remain of
ing dress robe of some .:white, silky material; and your deceased relative--if relative she be."
The victim was evidently stone dead. After a
Doctor MacBride could see that her little feet were
consultation, the masked men acceded to the
long
bare.
"You see this woman-this most guilty and un- proposition of the doctor, who appeared to have behapy woman?" said in a harsh voice the taller of come i;o completely their accomplice, and who acthe two gentlemen. "She has disgraced the noble cepted, with many protestations of thanks, a large
family to which she belongs, and it is necessary that purse of gold sequins. Again he submitted to have
she should be deprived of life. Here is a case ot his eyes bandaged, and again he was conducted to
lancets, and you will instantly proceed to bleed her the coach in waiting below; but something else accompanied the party, and was placed on the seat beto death."
side the doctor. The doctor took care of his patient,
thing,"
unmanly
"I will do no such horrible and
and they were afte:r:ward married.
MacBride.
Eneas
cried Dr.
Dr. Eneas MacBride, while pretending to execute
"begentleman,
latter
the
"It is precisely," replied
cause we are desirous that this indispensable wc,rk the dreadful behests of Don Rafaelle and Don Anshould not be done in a butcherly manner that we tonio Cordiscoglio, had first administered to thefr
have brought you here. You are known to be the sister a potion which reduced her to complete inskillfulest surgeon in Rome, and you will perform sensibility, and had next skilfully mingled with the
the operation at once or my companion and myself warm water in which the feet of the patient were
will fall on you with our poniards and hack you to immersed the contents of the packet of cochineal
which he had purchased at the far macia Pancia·
death.
,, T will do your will ; and may Heaven forgive me rotto.

l\IIKADO BLOCK PUZZLE.

OLD COINS WANTED

It Jooks like a box ot
Between the Acts clg·
arettes, but when 1ou
open it a spring sends
the contents of the box
flying up in the air.
More fun than a circus.
Price, 15c, by "wall,
postpaid.

Imported trom Japa11.
This neat hltle puzzle
consists o! six HLraugely
cut pieces of white wood
unassembled. 'l'he trick
ls to so assemble the
blocks as to form a six·
point cross. Price u~.
b,. mall, postpaid.
R. l'. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B ' ld yn,

~.

Sl\fiTH, 383 Lenox Ave., New York.

Y.

TilE TANTALIZER PUZZLE.

MAGI() PUZZLE KEYS.

Consists ot one borl·
Two keys iuterlocked In such a manner it
zoutul uuu one perp.,utlic· seems Impossible to separate them, but when
ular piece of highly pol· learned it is easily done. Pr lee 6c, by mail,
l•lled metal l>eut tu such postpaid.
a manner that when as·
semuied it seew• utterly illlpo•sible tu gd WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 168 W. 23d St., N, Y.
them apart, but by followin& the dlr~ctlun•
lt la very easily accomplished. This one ii
MARVELOUS MEMORY TRICK.
a b1·a1n twister. Price lOc, by mall, poat·
'l'bls amusing u..nd ii\·
paid, with directions.
:-i
•
•
,
rc..a Ne.St tffr.a, .terestini _trick is per~
1
1''BANK SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.
formed w1th five cards
a1• ~ sa1• •1•11 coutainJ.n., 100 squares,
DEVIL'S LOCK PUZZLE.
,;:~ Ho." "'-,. ~ which c;utaln 100 dlf·
Without exception , this
rerent numuers.
T he
is tbe haruest one of all.
nm• ~,.., ~ ....., performer can instantly
And yet, If you lurve the . •
·
. name a series ot Hix liJC ·
directions you can very ures at a moment's notice by request of
easily do it. It consists an y spectator. The most Jlllirvelous teat of
of a ring passed through wind-reading ever invented. So easy that
two llnks on shafts. The a child could perform the trick. Price lOc,
shanks of this puzzle are by mall, postpaid, with directions.
always lu the way. Get \\'OL1''F NOVELTY CO., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
one and learn how to
tlll>e the ring off. Price, 15c, by mall, post·
paid, with directions.
WILLA.RD ·JOHNSON PRIZE-FIGHT

I

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
BLACK-EYE .JOKE.
New and anwslng joker. l'he
victim Ja to'lc:. t .. h old the tube
clo•e to hia •YQ "iO as to e~clude
all ll~ht tr•m t'he back, and then
to remove the tuba until pictures
appear in the center.
In trying
to locate the pictures he will receive the finest blaeK-eye you ever
l!i&vr.

We furnish a small box

ot

blackening preparation with each
tub·e. so the joke can be used lndetlnltely. Those not In the trick
will be caught every ume. Abso~u}~7 J1;rmleaa. Price b7 mall llic. each;

PUZZLE.

k~

Four strlpa of r..,irdboard,
each th1·ee !Ucllea b7 one
'
and a halt lnche1, aho\fin11
Wiiiard aud Johnson In
various absurd
posture•.
'.l.'he •olutlon In the puzzle
lies in ~o arraoi;lnit the
strips that they ahow Wll·
laru In the complete picture, the hea•1·
weight champion.
Price, lOc, b;r mall
poatvald, with dlrectlona.

WOL.1"1'' NOVELTY CO., 168 W. 23d St .• N. Y.
.AUTOMOBILE PUZZLE.

2

'l'hls little steel
puzzle is on;;
of the most
perplexing o n
FORTUNE TELLING CARDS.
the market,
The most comical fortune telllng cards
antl yet wheo
ever Issued. Every one a j oke that will
you master It
arouse screams o! laughter. Tbey nre shut·
11 child could
fled, and on<! Is drawn-red tor ladles, whitll
do it. It meas·
tor gentlemen. On the drnwn cnrd Is 11 ures l*- by. 4 Inches. The trick Is to apell
mlrth-~rov oklng picture. nnd a few wordd
words aa Indicated on the cut. Price
revealing your fortune. Price, lie, sent by oat
15 cents each, b:v mall, pontpald.
mall. postpnld.
FRANK SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., Ne"" York. WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
WOLl!'J,- NOVELTY CO., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

$2 to '500 EACH paid for Hundred• ot
Coin• dated before 1895. Keep ALL old
Money. You may have Coins worth a
Large Premium. Send $10c. tor New
Illustrated Coln Value Book, alse •11.
Get Po~ted at Once.
ClL.\RKE COTH CO., Jlox 11. Le 807, N. 'r.

$

BINGO.

lt ta a little metlll box. . It looks nr1
lnn_oceut, uut 18 supplied with au lngen1oua
mechani~w which ahoota olr a harmleSI
cap wlleu it la opened. li'.ou can ha Te more
fuu than a circus with this new trick.
l'lace the BINGO ln or under an,. other
article and lt, wlll 110 olr when the artici•
Is opened or removed. It can be used aa a
tunny Joke by being placed In a purse.
cigarette box, or between the leavea of a
mai:azlne; also, under an7 moTable article,
1mch as a book, tray, dish, etc. The liINOO
cau also be used aa a burglar alarm, a1 a
theft preventer b;r being placed In a
drawer, mone;r' till, or under a door ot
IVindow or under a11y article that would
be moved or disturbed should a theft be
attempted. Price, lGa. each b;r mall, postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 ()e.ntre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
DICE BULLET,

Th 1 s Bullet
and contentu
w 111 a!Iord
lou Jots of
l'Dme!' Not,
however, the
kind of gar..1•
usually "got••
with bullets.
The lllustra·
tlon may sns·
gest the Idea. This Uttle novelty conslsta
ot a real shell titted with a hollow "bullet,"
and contains two amall bone dice. Thia
will mokr a very acceptable gift to any of
your soldier friends. Each 111, cents, b;r mall,
postpatd.
FRA.i."'K SillTH, SSS Len~ Ave., N. Y •.

fi:I .

LI

[i91

l!...!J

THE BALANCING BIRD.

It measures more
tban four Inches from
tip to Up of wluica.
and will balance per·
fectly on the tip ol
your llnl'er nail, on
the point ot a lead
pencil, o r o n a n 1
p o I n t e d Instrument.
only the tip of the bill
re1tln1 on the nail or
pencil point, the wbolo
bod7 ot the bird being suspended In the
air with nothln1 to rest on. It will Roe
ran o!I unleH ahal<en oll:. J.. creat novelty.
Wonderful, amusln1 and lnstruct!Te.
Price 10 centa, malled poatpald.
WOLFF NOVEL'l'Y CO., 188 W. 2Sd St., N. 1'.

"MYSTER\' MAGAZINE''

''Movina Picture Stories"

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colored Covers--48 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-Famous 'Artists-l<'ine Presswork
It contains exciting and mysterious detective stories,
sketches, novelettes, serials and a large amount of other
interesting matter. Order a copy frolll th.is list.

A. W eeldy Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Play era

-LA'J.'.l!:li'.r liiSUJ!;S-No.
C. THE SILKEN SHEATH, b_1
<.:rittendon .Marriott.
a J.. FO.t''l' U.N.l!.l
• 'l'.ll:LLER'S
8.li:CREl'J.'. b.r Glaa'1a Ball.
7 Tl:l.lll .aHli'l'lC .l!.l.M.UL.b:A.I.. b;r
M.arie Coolidge R.aak.
II TH.IC C.A.l:tDS OF l!'.6.TE, b7
William Goo4le.
11 M. R . B AC R E L L 0 R ' S
J..PAR'£Ml!:NT::;, by WUllaw
liamiltou Osuorne.
lO TH..l!.l INNER WHEEL, b7
OctaTlua Roy Cohen.
11 THE VOICIC OF TH.Ill V.U.LEY
b7 liouert ~arHou
Br.>wn.
U THE SIGN OF THE SEVKN
SHARKS,
b.v
Chas.
.II'.
Ouraler.

to<o.

PRICE · SIX CENTS PER COPY.

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading.

Magnificent Colored Cover Portrait•
of Promineut Performers. Out Every Friday.

la UNDER A MASK, b7 Crit·

teuden .Marriott.

14 CAIS.El

_
fo

16
17
18
19

4 4H

.
• ·
A Detective
:Slory, by Gladys Hall.
AF'l '.li:R A MILLION-A Dett!Ctive Story, by Police
Captain lioward.
SH..A.DOWlNG THE BLUE
'l'.i:UA.NGLlil,
by
Chari~a
ll' ulton Oursler.
'l'RE CASE OF CAPTAIN
J,'()1l'l'I;t!f.!UE, by l{edlield
lngalls
,
.
'I HE BIR D·H EA D .ED
S,l'HINX, b;r Edith Sessions
'.!:upper.
A DOUBLE MYSTERY, by
Dr. Harry Enton.

.:''RANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W. 23d St., New York City.

Each number contains Five Stories ot
Screens-Elegant Half·tone Scenea from
Articles .4,IJout P1·omlnent People In
.A.ctora and .A.ctreas"s Ill the Studios and
Lessous in ::>cenario WriUoi;.
THIS

the Best Films on tho
the Piays-lnteresUul(
the l!'llWll-Doing» .,,
"'bile Picture·maklo.&-

LITTLE llAGA.ZINE GIVES l'OU .MORE FOB
KON:SY TllAN A..'liY OTlili:.11 8UllLAB PUBLl<J.6.TlON ON THE .M..Ut.KET I

l'OUB

Its authors are Ule very best that money can procure; its pro ·
fu se llluatratlons are exquisite, and its gpeclal aruc:ea a.re
by tbe itreatest experts in their particular line.
Bu7 a cop,. Now trom your newsdealer. or send ua 6 CeLta 1o
money or posta~e atampa, and Wli will ma.11 ;reu any number
you delilre.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 28d St., New York City .

Finds cum for Rltcumatism
Attcr Suffering 50 Years

COM£ TO THE·

411

Ill0 VI EB 1111
At My House-To•nlght

501000 Boys Made Happy

Now 83 Years Old
-Regains Strength
and laughf! at

"URIC ACID"

Goes Fishing;
Back to Business. Feels
Fine!
How
Others May
Do ltl

Would Nol 01.,,. Aw~
tor •211.00

My Mbvlor Picture Maahlne

I• a rood boo aoa I wonlcl 11ot
&Ive It away lor •26.~~A lt"a

"I am eighty-three years old and I doctored !or rheumatism ever since I ca:me out
of the army over fifty years all"o. Like many
others, I spent money freely tor so-called
'cures,' and l have reed about 'Uric Acid' until I could almost taste it. I could not sleep
nights or walk without pain; my hands were
ao sore and stilt I could not hold a pen. But
now I am again In acti~e bu siness and can
walk with ease or write all day with comfort. Friends are surprised at the cbani;:e."
HOW IT HAPPENED.

:Mr. Ashelman la only one o! thousands
who sufl'ered forlears, owln&" to the general
belief in the ol , false theory that "Uric
Acid" causes rheumatism. This erroneous
belief Induced him llDd legloDs o! unfortunate men and women to take wrong ti·eatmen ts. You might just as well attempt to
put out a fire with oil as to try and get rid
of your rheumatism, neuritis and like com\ plaints, by taking treatment supposed to
drive Uric Acid out of your blood and body.
Mauy physicians and scientists DOW know
tllat Uric Acid never did, never can and
never wlll cause rheumatism; that it is a
r .r.tural and necessary constituent of tbe
blood; that it la found in every new-bor11
Liabe, and that without it we could not Uvel
BOW OTHERS MA.Y BENEFIT
FBOH A GENEROUS GIFT.

These state1Dents ma1 seem strange to
some folks, becaQae nearly all aulrerers have
ail along been led to believe iJl the old "Uric
Acid" humbug. It took Mr. Ashelman fifty
yellre to find 011t this truth.. He learned how
to get rid of the true cause of his rheumatism, other disorders and recover his
strength from "The Inner Mysteries," a remarkable book that 11 now being distributed
free by an autbority who devoted over
twenty years to the ieient11!c atudy ot this
pRrticnlar troub.).e.
If any reader of the
•"'rousey"s WeekJ.ieR" wishes a copy of this
book that reveals startling facts overlooked
l.Jy doctors and scientists lor centuries past,
simply send a post-card or letter to H. P,
Clearwater1 llM Water lltreet, Hallowell!
Maine, ana lt will be sent by return mal
without any char&"e whatever. Bend .now.
You may never get this opportun'lty again.
It not a sufferer yoursel!, hand this good
news to some friend who may be afflicted.

the btst macblne I

eve~idba.nd

· ~n:'.~lJi~.~~vJt~
Pa. 11013"

A Real
Moving
PioturtJ
Show In
Your Own Home

Better Than • $12.00
MllChlI

am's1ow about turning In my

~:r:~ ~lctY.;:'l:.t a'll"r~\~"."'f

bave had It a long time and It
baa not been broken ye~. I
b"'"" seen &S12.00 Macbloo but
~~g~~t l~e~r~~.1:~~e
It.
or Revolution Store.
G~nboro, N. c.

tor

Remember, this Is a Genulna
Modng Picture Machine and the
motion pioturee are olear, 5harp and
dlstinet.
'l'he M<>ving: Pioture Maohiue
finely conatruoted, and carefully put to·
![ether by skilled workmen.
It la made of
Ru.oeian Metal, h:i1 a beautiful finlsh, and is
operated bv a finely oonstructed mechanism, oonsistinit of an el11:ht wheel movement, eto. The projectinit
lenses are carefo!!y ground and adjusted, triple polished,
standard double extra reflector, tbrowinit a ray of li11h'
many feet, and enl11rji:iDg tho picture on the ocreen up
to three or four feet in area. The licht is produced by
a safety ca~bide generntorr such aa is used on the larieat automobiles. This throws a dauliu& white liitht uf
600 candle-power on tbe screen.
It is not a toy; " is a solicU~ constructed and durable
Movinir Picture Maobine. The mechanism is exceedingly simple and is readily opero.ted by the most inexperienced. The_ plcturea sbowD by this marvelous
i1oving Picture Machine are not the common, crud•
and lifeless Maglo Lantern variety, but are life-like photographio reproduotions of aotual scenes, places and_ people,
which Dever tire its audiences. This Movin(l Picture Machine
has caused a rousina enthusiasm wherever 1t is uaod.
This Movin11 .,ioture Maohine whioh I wan• to send
you FREE, &lvea clear and llfe-like 1Movln1 Pictures as are
ehown at any re&W,..- Movlnir Picture
llho1\'. It lla1he1
movin11 piotut"811 0.11 the ebeet before you. Thia Machine
/1
and Box of Film a"' PREE-baolutely free to every boy In thi1 land who want• to write for
an Outfit, free to 1lrl1 and~r:"@l~ older people. Read UY OFFER below, whioh ehowa you
how to aet thla Mar~loua
e.
·
f

How , Yau Can Get This .Great Moving Plotu.-e
Nlachlne-Reatl My Wonderful Offer ta You
iii!itE 1$ wbat you a.re to do in otder to ret this s.mazln1 Movinc Picture Machine and thd rei>I

Movin11 Pictures: Send your name and address-that Is all. Write name and addreaa very pl&i!ily.
Mail tO-day.' Aa soon a1 I recoive it I will mall you 20 of the moat beautlfuliremlum pictures you
ever aaw-all brilliant and ohimmering colors. These P,ictures are printe in mall)' eolots and
&mon& the titlea a.re auch.eubiects al "Bdiy RtUa Ma.king th• Fitst A mirican laq"-" W aahinoton at
Hom•,"-"Battlti of Lake Ene,'' etc. I want you to distribute these premium lctures on a epecl:il
30-oent offer among the people you know. When yoq
have distributed the 20 premium piotureii on my liberal
offer you will bave' collectl!d $6.00. Sehd the
.
S6 .00 to me and I will Immediately send yoll
,..,
FREE the Movinf, Picture Machiae with cClm...ood for Mo•ing Picture Offer
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Be the first In your towa to &et o:ne.
M. CROFTON, Secy.,
W. '3d Street, Dept. 14, New York ~O!!

1Sft~IOO boys happy.

An1wM at once.

PLEASE
USE

Coupon

p1: 1'rf~"a e'l.'~"~r t:!"i:r~~:f1°~.:e

0

wttb your no.me and addrJtSS wrltt('ll
plainly, and I will aenu you tbo 211

Ploturca at onco. Addrcsa

~

M. CROFTON, Secy.,
115 W. 434 St., Dept.

H , New Y""

BE WELL AND KEEP WELL

The R OCHE

Electric Hygienic Machine

30 Da>'• ' Trial. Don't Be a Deatt/O...otFift)'
Should be in
EveeyHo rne
U lncreast111

"'"4

c ir~ u lat loa. st roagcb·

Write to Scott f!I Scott, Inc., Advertising Offire.~, U<I East 32ncl Street, New York City,
dt1rs about advertis1•g ;,, this magazin.,
or 29 Eall Madise11 Street, Chicago, for p

en s •nd snelhos the
aerns. Brlnll!s 5leep
te the sleepless.

YOUR NA ME ON A RU BB ER STAM P, 15 ets. Wjth
address, i5 cte. Ink pad, 20 ctB. Acenu wanted.
Central Sta.nu> WQrks. New Cast~. Ind.
BOYS, GIR LS, EARN THRIFT STAMPS. We will
send 1ou t ataiuDS 01' let you keep $1 atte1 aellln&
so bottlee of fine perf~o at 10 cent.e each. Boys and
&lrls in Ofer)' BL&te fin 1t easy. Requires no ~oney,
Perfume ..nt propald. Do first In your loc•ll!J'. Eckbott
Labora,.torles. 2018 Urand An .. St. l'aul, Allnn.
MARVEL Mt;NDER . .1?9r verfoctly repolrln11 r1Jl8 an<l
tea.rs ln clothlnl. ~btellas , gloYes .. silk underwear
or stoc~p. etc. Qulck, lasting. .Far hettt1r than sew~
in& and ruore convenh~nt.. Packet, poelJHlld, 10 ceot.B.
Albro Socloty, AD-601, Station F, New York.

W' •man •~ L.eahr
ef Alt ...
You cannot rcal1.te the bc•e-fits den•cd trom this ma-chine
except you trv It. One treat·
mcnt will convince \ 'OU ol lts
If
extraordinary quahhcs.
you are a sufferer ol pilralysis,

~ccad~t~~. at~:~~~lw~:.rt~c~~

'YOusness, 1fencral or 1cxual
weakness, apoplexy, neuritis.
rheumatism, 1{out,Jom~co or
hardenmll artcriei, be suro
to ln•esti1rate this m11.chinc.
Takes the place of exercise.
Give your muscles firm claS•
tlclty; be neither fat RO!' thin.
'
NORMA LI ZE
YOUR

....,J~~':Jt.e:o~t •.

~-.!::!~~a~!~o;!,':a?
~

:Zlil

Rememl!ter this Ma·
ch ine f' not a vibrator

a e-a!vanic nuisance; hut a srenuine h::i~ h~~r,.J~~~ff~~~r~~
loo,1ne- aop.ua.tus. No wires to connect. All rou have ta
d o 15 to throw ou tbe switch. Re sure to write for FREE
BOOK. I t is f•r men and womui who want to b.ecomo
healthy, vif'orous ind ctJicient, This means you t Addreu!

Roche Electric Machine Co., SS, GrHd Rapid•, Mich.

.. Wit h ! Mo ,couatry enterlnt Its secon d year In th•
World War' It lo doubtful Ir tbe son11 which wlll bt
kn own as the "Hit or tb~ War," has as Yet made !ti

~.~,:ra~;~.. ~~~ "~i!:r:U~eIB!-th~~cllm':da: s~~r:sU:~
8

Presslon, ha.ve Our BO'Ys adopted another "It's A Lons
\Vay To Tlppera.ry," whlcb has been the creat favorlte
Inasmuch as senral
Weith the '"Ent" llsb Tommies" f
ommandera of our trnlnln& cantonments haYe reQ.Uf:&ted
~Y!u\1 ~~~tl~~ce to wrlte euch a. aong, It a,vpears io

Hav e You an Idea which YICJ thi nk mJ1ht ~· use d u
th • subject for a Patriotic or War SonJ? I! so, :vou

~~{~:Ct~~ s~m~r:!rud~!~ t~J~tl~~ant!rSt~ls~~~u~a

We
" SONG WRITE RS' MANUAL AND GU IDE!'
l'eYise song-Poems, compose a.nd arrange muRic &edlre

X>DMgbt a~~e~~cl~~~l~':J' D~"..um"l'~'i/' ~'R~ttrlgbt ~le.

kNICKER BO CKER STUD IOS 93 Gaiety Blda.: N. ' · C,

fRIE

i
-·~uii6i!i~
•-"111.ilete
!f:
RRd
Plaabli.rbt

with 'l\:1t.r-

a 1-2 fff,.-.t;~l¥l7or ~.~ i ~~~~c:,1.a:t\?~~
Perl'ame41!'.0Gln.- a.tat tqq Heb. 4k1t.l5.1toaell. Owaa
s aolD•Jii,.•road.1DU'°· rd•rCOOC.\.ctday. Send n• mo.ne)'.

BINGO COMPAJIY, Dept.

U. S . GOV ERNMENT wants help. Men, "omen, 19 er
oeer. War prcpnn.tions compellin& t.housancts anPolnt-

'f:~~ionf1~tti~~· c~ni~ori :J~~it~~r~U~~ri~ iw~f~e
1

lmu1ediatel1 tor llst and de'!criptiou ot vashlons. Fu.lilt··
d..u Institute, Dem. P 103. J,l.ochester, N. Y.
EARN $l!5 wc:e!Uy, &Pitre time, wrJtloa: for newapapen ,

Experhmce unnecessary, detaila ft 11 e.
magazines.
Press Syndicate. 57U, St. Louis, Mo.
MEN, WOMEN , 18 or over wanted lmmedlatelT for
U. 8. Ooreroment War positions Thousands rlerlcal
oosltlons oven. $100 monUl. Easy work. Wrltfl lmm•til&teb for list l)Qsitions. Many udvanta,t!I to beglnnora.
.b~r1.Dk.li11 Institute, Dept. R ·155. li.ochesLer, N. Y.

MUSICAL

TO EFFICIENCY

W£1GllT

Do you realir:c
what this ma.chine
means to one want•
toe- in vital Strcnrth.
o r suft-eri nw from
n erwnue doblllly,
ln•omnta, pre•·

riyIWN i'l (

HELP WANTED

AGENTS

The Vlaorou• Ma!t or

:l ~!I

111

BINGHAMTON, ti. Y,

Bis. Money , Raia.e Rabbita For U•

Wt
Bela-ian. New Zealand Flemish Giants
nJ>.
supply •U?cl< a~d pay $7.00 p~ir. Exi-rAllS
b1t.s raised frQm oar "Pu'RB: BB'h.D STom;'1
-:g~:_~x8~~· F ~E~~ct and literatr.re

an

UNITED Fun AND Plleoucc

&OCIETT

3017 WU.on Ave. , Dept. 87, Chicago,~

f£ ll...'RS f
K VDA~A.:t
•

2000 9xp •n'.•-- ---~•.,

~ft 1th1~ ~e:n:wf~

7ou 1 Dr op us a card now askl-4" about it. We deTelop
l_Onr flhna, "'°c . l!._er roll. prmt.s 8, 4. and 6c. each.

FORD'f,...FOTO ST UDIO, Elleu barr, WuJiin&ton.

DS

LIT T LE

AIDS
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG , We rll• mualo
ME ET YO UR RES PO NSIBI LITY. New deveJcvment&
and guarantee publisher's acceptnnr.a. Submtt Poems
count. Our wonder workln&' Salt!· OI) wa:r, Jove or any subject. Chester Music Comvauy,
eftlclency
Make
manship anU Emciency COUfSlit htil Oed 26,0-00 last 7ear 038 So. Dearborn SL . Suite 249. Chlcaro. IJllnols.
Jt Wlli help you. Write
to better their JlQslUona.
KLIOX School or Salesmanship and Business
PERSONAL
fO·d&Y.
Emciency, Enlllneera Bldg., Cleveland, o.
GET MARRIED. Best matrlmonlal macazlno nubll•h•d.
Wonderful
Distributor, Bla.trnllla. Pa.
.Amertcan
free.
.Sheulders.
Malled
M.l.lltary
ana
STRONG ARMS
book, equal to a $20 course of l111nrucU.on tn strength
den1opment. Postpa.hJ wttb ratalo::ue. 25 cents. Prof. M~:Ssiac~~?iHiu~i:~~~~~ ~~~~:· C~~i~r!t~~~ "1~ ~~eA. Barker. 127 W. 42d St.. Studlo iUO, New York, N. Y. porla, K.lJmas.
Particulars for stamp. Mn.
MARRY: Many Rich.
AUTOMOBILES
Morrison, 30')3 W. Hqlden. S"atlle, \V!\Sb,
FO RD S CAN BURN HALF COAL OIL, or ebe1pest
ATTRACTIVE Y9U NG WIDOW, 84. worth onr $M ,OOO.
0
0
9
8 1

cnf1~ ~ ~~~ra~:!Z~. ~~e/ s~!rt:~a;,bu0~\ :t; p~~erru~~~ef's~~

~t n%10,y,:m~e ~~~~Yl.~~o~~;~ 1:s. g~~rem an .

1
Atta.ch lt yourself. Big urQfit sellln.e: for us. Quick 2 6
sales en 20 days' trial. A.Ione:y back ,&Uarantee. StJ'leo
STAMMERING
Write .A.1r-Erkllon Carburetor
to fit tt.oy automobile.
S T ·STU·T·T·TERiNG and •l•mmerln~ cur"<! at home.
Comp•J!Y, 172 Madison .Street, D&J1ton, Ohio.
InstrU'Ctl•e booklet free. " ralter )(cDonnl!ll, 15 Pot.omRe Dank Building, Washington, D. C.
BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
100,000 ADVERTISING QUl!STIONS ANSW E RE D In
WANTED TO BUY
Mahln'g AdvPrtisint Data. nook. ~·us 'fest pol'ket. 260 WANTED TO BUY typewriters, any make. Ol•e do•
pages. Contains 6 fundameutal testa to apply to every
M. Seide. 142 E. SM• St., New Tork.
M.
scrlptlon.
ad or letter which represents you. Sent on 5 da.ys' free
WE nuv old gold. diamonds, watclles, platinum, allver.
trial. John Lee Mahin, l E. S9th St., N. Y. City.
pay up to $35 per set for dilcarde<J
nlll
We
Jew&lry.
THE OOLOGIST IS THE ONLY PUBLICATION In false teeth (broken or not). Casll sent at once-goods
America devoted to the interest ot thooe makina: col- Jleld 6 to 15 dn.ye and returned at our exper;il.'t 1f otrer
columna
Its
birds.
Amerlr.aµ
North
of
lections at Clf&:&
1s retused. C'ertificate grnntcd us from St&t.e of Wis·
are filled with advertisements from parties d~1rlnc to consln. Absolutely responsible. liberal and rellable. .Adexcha.n&"e aucll sped.mens, also ea.ch L~sue contallu many dress; United States SmelUnc \Vorks. Inc.• 4.01 Goldinterestinc- articles and notes on the birds that the Boy amlth BldC".. Opp. P. 0 ., Milwaukee, \Yia.
Scout sees In bls tramps and camps In th• woods.
Subscription 50 cts. per year. Sample copy free. Ad·
MISCELLANEOUS
dress Oo loglst. Lacon, 111.
PRESIDENTIAL PUZZLE. Most fasclnatlng, fnatruct•
NE W BOOK$, NEW SON GS, etc. Bargain cataloc tree.
ive and int eres ting; complete in neat box. 25 ctn.ts,
Soverelcn Cp., 160 Sycamo~e. Uutralo, N. Y.
postpaid. 0. R. 'M kO el. Box 293. Ne\v&.rk. N. J.
SELL "PERSHING IN FRANCE." Great Will picture .
COINS AND STAMPS
Big patrJolio llit. Ahl<e $10 dally. R egular 25 cents.
S TAM PS: 105 mixed, Incl. China, olc., 2 eta.: AJbul!l Sample only 10 cents, prepaid. Send now. Addrt"ss :
(500 nlcturea), 3 clS. Bullud, No. 20, Sta. A, Booton. Publisher School News, New Enpt. N .•T.
FR EE-8 dltterent Canada '\Var Stamps to a.pprova.l ap- FREE, 011<1 Dollar's worth o! Kodalt Finishing with
pllcants. R. JJ'. Robinson, \-VlnntT>er. Ca.nada,
every 1J.ve dollars• worth of Developln& Rnd Prlnttne
50,000 CDIMS, medR!s, bills. Indl&n curios~ ftrearme. received from you. Home Portrait Camera Club, P. 0 .
daggers, evoars. antlQ.ues. Catalot free. Collectora' Box 602. Central Stntlon. St Louts. Mo.
Exchane-e, De(>t. 13. 1536 WllllnJltou St.. Pbll•rl~lph la. WHEN DO FISH BITE BEST? The Old Fl•herman'1
Calendar tells when. Go on the right days. Sead
STAMPS-58 all ditferen r, 'fransvaal, Turkey, Brazil,
25 els. to-day to O. F . Calendar, Box 946 H, Sta.
10 pc~~t's; ~~~~o fl~:r;c~lx~~~t~g· c::~~· 6:l~·mt~~t
SprtngfieJd, MRP'L
21i cents-; l,000 h.,tnces. 8 conta. Acts. wtd. 50'fo. Baria.in RAISE EELOIArJ HARES FOR ME In your back yard.
I furnish magnificent young Rufus Red Stock at $2.00
ha:J~: each
g~t s~!~an~ m~ ~~r. i~1~l:~1e se;~•.•w~~t
a.nd buy an you raise at so to 60 cent.a per 1>0und,
F llEE-5 unused French t:olony !tlmtl9 to aopronJ llve weight. Send lG cts. for complete breeders· insi.rucUon
aw11ca,nl8. Edwin R. Ball•Y. (!j.B.) i'armtnrdale, N. Y . boot<. Frank M. Cro6'. 6483 R!dce. St. Louis. Mo.
100 ALL PIFF., \l>cl. t.:uba, Peru. Erypt. Greece; per· POWERINE IS EQUAL TO GASOLINE AT 5 eta. a
!orated gaueo, album. Ont, 10 et& Ofl'cr always cood.
eallon. Sa.lcsmen and agents wanted. Exclusin terC. 11!. Gibbs, S-8R22 Junlner St.. Lo• Angel••· Cal. l'itory craotccl. Powertne 1s a:uaranteed to be harmless.
to remove· an<l prevent carbon, doubUnr the life of all
l'asollne motors, savin& repairs, addln& snap, speed anrl
CORRESPONDENCE T UITION
STUD Y JOURNALISrA . 20 Comnlete Leeson• OQ1Y $1.
n~n;o~d~r:~~ai~ t~b;o J.al~~s ~~r~:o1~:v:i~~
T.
..
N
Eapt.
New
Ti!br.ry,
Eftlctency
Write
.
oour~l'S
Other
for St. \V. Porter Bn.mes, Dept. 10. Sn.nta Rosa.. Cal.
DETECTIVES MAKE BIO MONEY I Travel and •ee
MA l< E GOOD, d1uable palnts and nrnlsh
CAN
YOU
cooi;t.
Either
nominal
rountry.
at
the
\Ve instruct you
Emmelmann
'Write for details.
15 cents gallon.
IPX. \Vrtta for free bookJet. American School of CrimJn'Rro4. Mnnufn.cturing ro.. Dept. J . lndlanapoUs. Ind.
olorY. Dept. M, Detroit. Mich.
SERVICE FLAGS for clubs. acbool, church. homo. col·
lege. frat er na l societies. Cotton, wool, s11k. All fib~rs.
FOR THE HEAL TH
prkes. Write tO-day tor prlcea. S. Bialt•
too fat, Wholeqale
REDUC E WEIGHT HAPPILY. If JOU
"~fll qtfe n. 2~ E. Macltqrm Rt.. Chtcawo.
send tor intcrestlng book tell1n1 the best way to
nlatn
l!Jal photo• from llre. Fasclnatlnc
in
Sent
PICTURES.
beauttrul.
DEN
and
healthier
slender.
become
..\rt ModPJs' poqes. Sample uRa thtng G1rl" and cataenTeJope. Koreln Company, NA-601. Sta. F, New York.
C'o .. 'WheollnK. W. Vo.
Slmmion
cel).is.
lO
lo~.
he,rt
your
atrectlng
TOBA CCO Ii EAl)T. If smoltlng Is
or 1t it fs weakening :vot1r eyes, conauer tobacco J1abit ELECTRICAL TJfTTOOING MACljlNES Sl.50. Hand
outfits SO cents. Cata1()£1te Frf'e. Prof. J. JI.. 'ternke.
now and avotd early death or bUndoPss. a fate that
QuJt without dru~ and 517 f'entral A••-. Clnelnnatl. Ohio.
has bl!fltllen many nU1ers.
fmnro•e h••lth wonderfully. M~LeVY'• method la hl11hly
praised. If ('Ured you pay u.• only SI. It no .. cured.
co,sts you not a rent. Write for It to-day.
Albro
Society, AA-601 , Station F Ne y k.
Mrs. warn,

•

tlb'fr.
l.'::1•.

.

g:'v::nt ton

...

BECOME A MILLIONAIRE

The way to get rich is by advertising. You
can sell s11mething by mail at n profit. Please
customers 11nd they will recommend your goods to others. Employ agents. One or two
boys have in mnny cases started in a small way and bnHt up a large business. Dlck
Sears was a young fellow in a ra!Jroad office when be began to sell novelties by mall. He
developed the enormous business of Se!lr•, Roebuck Company. Many otber successes.
Here>11 YOUB CHANCE. Start with a LIT'l'LE AD Jn tbis Magazine. Write for information
to SCOTT & SCO'.l'T, INC., 144 Jtaat Thirty-second St., New York City. or 29 East llladlaou
St., Ch)cn¥o, 111.
Get a 1mall box of Oil of X oreln c11.psule1 at the lirug store; tollow
direction1. it :ro. wl1h a small. hand1ome ch.ID and attractin l &'n!!o
you~·

DOUBLE CHIN

How Drunkards are Being Saved
He Quit
Cigarettes

These 18 Pictures tell their own"Sto1'7. EYen a Child can understand Them.

CONQUER DR6NK HABIT IN 72 HOURS!

Any drinker may completely lose the cravinit for alcobollc o:rlnks It be or ahe willingly take• my gentle,
•afe home R emedy tor only t hree days. GUA IL~NTEE U IVE~. It 11 perfectly barmleN. overcome• the
craving aud wonderrulJ y i mpr oves tbe h ealth.
lly my A Method. 7on c.an aaYe 7ourselt o r a n o t h er
rson. The cra 'f'tnc begin! to disappear m a f e'T' houn and the health tmproTel e?ery m inute I A n aston•
hlnit and lasting transfo rmatio n ! A l•o~.1 BU~Pll, my_ a Method whereby t he DRUNKARD
A Y Bl!: SAVED WITHO UT H IS K-"'0-WLEDGE safe!+ and speedily
The -~1~on

iSOON

BECINS

TO

D ETE S T

SMELL

OR

A S TE

OF

L IQUOR

despises the stuff,. and notblnit c a n Induce h i m t o drink It. An:r wife , mother or frien d can

~~v:d~~j:J p;~g:1~a~~~r:n~~~1 ~~rc~~1~ i~~..;i~~lhwn~~lro~e~~tgi~;: t~1~~· th~~i~ea~1!~si~~~~f~~. otteu unIJ
My Book Con/ess1nm of an .ll lcohol 1;/a,ve tells ~ ow l wa.s a h eaT)" drinker fo r many years and was me.rvelou1lJ

freed from the dnnk b..'l.bit; tt e:tpl3.lu1 llow tbe 11.me Joy can come to every other dI1n kar• .My Method ts the moat

aacceSBful ln tbe world. It ls t he lowe•t priced Trea tmenti with GUARAN T EE . Often Bucceede after a ll
ot hera fat! . iefons of' tes ti m onials from person.a 1"111 nr-to have their names and a ddresses publtshed. 10
1

1

itb°sg1t~i:l 1 'f~~~~~rt~~ ~~~~t·. n~ ~~\1~rero~To~ b~~~ ga~ ~~n~~~ef~~~~~

FR EDWEARD J, WOODS,

Ul uch he <1·ri':i;k.s. Corresponde n c e strictly: c onfi d e ntial. I can answer as well by
ma il aa tt y 0u ~a ll . Write t o "':trur tf YOU can; keep t his adv. a.nd show others in need of

J:.'.l~i~t

WK 103,

Station F, New York, N. Y.

J{UTl l"E.- Woods' Jletlwd f or eonquennq dn nk nabtt, u enaor1ea trv p1Jvs1r 1an.$ and erperl$ of Amtnca and
6Mrope ~tile g1nckUt, beit, p er/ecll11 •afe remed11. Jlr. Woodi' Free Boole often change• d es:patr to Jovl

GAINED OVER 30 POUNDS
"I s m oked cigarettes ever since a boy .
From six to eight s acks of tobacco I used
week ly,' ' •tales Mr. 8 . H. Feri;uson.
Cigarettes were doing me great harm. I
b ecame so n er vous tha t I couldn't sleep until
I sm oked. Each m or n ini: I had an awful
t aste in my mou th.
"Several times Ii tried to quit by willpower, but it ju st s eemed that I would go
wild if I couldn ' t hne cigarettes.
! had al mc i; t given up hope of ever quitt ing u n t il one day I sent for a free book hy
Mr . W oods th at told me what to do. After
lear -.ni: the way, I quit easily in 3 da.ys
and haven't touched a cigaret t e in years. I
have gai n ed ove r 30 pound s and cannot
praise ~!Le method too hi(hly .
I say to
every cigar ette smoker-if you can't quit
without help g et t h is book," so saya Mr.
Ferruson, of Orumps Park.
The f oregoing remar)<s are like those of
m any other me n who have been fre ed from
t~ e habi t of smokinir cirarettes, pipe or
cigars or wh o have b een chewinl? tobacco or
di on in.e: snu ff excessiveJ.y.
Ge t th)s b.ook.
It is free; postpaid to
you. Cut this ou t an d show othe1;s.
\Vrit e a t once t o Edward J. Wood•,
\ VC-103, S tation F , New York, N. Y.
11

WONDERFUL PHONOGRAPH OFFER
Here is our New Style E. D. L. Phoaoeraph-the latest
improvement-without the horn. It is a perfect beauty.
Mahogany finish, tone arm black japanned, nickel winding crank, aa:uratcly constru~d, smootll _nmnin', sprl8g
tUill table.
motor, speed regulator, stop lever and
~cw improved sound box with mica diaphragm.

FREE

6"

TO

YOU

• PLAYS ANY DISC RECORD
Jloth lateral and .vertical cut, 6, 7 or 8
inches. This machine will civc , ..~u more
entertainment than anything
you ever owned. Strong and
durable. No parta to get out
of order.

FREE

ASTHMA SUFFERERS
A New H ome Cure Tha' A.uyoae Claa Vu
Wlthou$ • Di~mfort or Loaa ot Time.

Send No Money !~!:.I
we will send you 24 of
our Art Pictures to dispose of
on speqaI offer at 25c each.
Send us the $8 you collect
and for your trouble we will
send this new improved E. D.
L . Phonograph and a selection
ol 6 recordS, free for your
trouble. You can dlopose of
pictures and earn thlS great
machine in a few hours' time.

E. D. LIFE, 337 W. Madison St:;

SHE WAS OBESE
Tilt shadow

Qll

tb!B picture cives

:rou an idea how she looked and
felt.

By taklnc 011 of I<oreln and
followfn1 the ea1y directions she rt•
duced sa pounll• in three montb1.
Now 1he Is aclle, attractive.

mentally

be&lth.

alert and in better

Reliable anti-fat •elt-

treatmen.t. Buy a small bo:x
-t the druc •tore.
011 of
Ktraln: it com• tn capsules.
l11117 women hue reduced
•ull:t, lutlncl:t. 10 to 60 pounds. Sale aml t>loau.nt
ntetbod. endorsed by I>h)'siciaIL'J, F or free boot of ad·
•ioe (In Plain wr&Dper ) "rite to Koreln Co., NH-108.
Station 'Jf', New York Cit;r. Show tilts to trlend1.

DRINK

holle beve rages, t o
tain FREE, a very
to Edw. J . Woods.
York. Shows how

If yon knolv s ome one
w h o dri n k s whi s ky , beer ,
g in or an y oth e r alco b is injury, you m ay ·obhelpful book b y writinir
WA-103, Station F , New
to conquer clrlllk 119blt.

TO

·Dept. 7T46

Ch icago

HOW to MAKE A HIT

Learn to escape trom an v hanftculfs. W e
teach y ou the secret. You . an positivel y do
It. Give exhibitions. Make m on ey. No confederates or fak e handculfs. The HA!\DCUF F KING'S SEC R E'. r will be r evealed
FREE i f you mall u s only 30 cen ts, stamps,
tor 8 Marvel Me n qer a, u seful at home, in
.kit, facto r y , camp-everywhere.
ALBRO
SOCIETY, A D-108 , S t ation F, New York.
:i- Lar g e- filx20
~
t riotlc Pi ctu r es
worth 26c 0 '1ch; 24 B ea utiful Patriotic
Poster Stamps, all p repa.id , on ly l.'fic. Va lu~
.2.00. Eduea$lon&l P nbllshers, N ew Jl:~:n>t,
w.... ;r,,..,.O<y.

- 5- MA-GT '71N
- ES

Pa-

W e have a ·New M thod that cure1 Asthma,
and w e wilnt ~ o u i o t ry it a~.our ex11ense.
?.o D" tte r whmer your case ls ot lou1rsta1H
: . or r ecent de velopment, whe ther it
ld p r,
•t ,; a s l:la y .I!' ever or chronic Asthma,
you snould senu for a free trial of our
method.
No matter in what climate you
live , no matter w uat your &Ke or occupation, if yo u are troubled wlth a s thma, our
method 11hould relieve ;rou promptly.
W e especia lly wan t to send ,lt to those
ap pa r e n tly h o peles s caaes, where all forms
ot Inha ler s, d ouches, opium preparatiou1,
tu mes, "paten t s m u lies ," etc., have failed.
We want tu show e ver y one at our own expe11se, that t his n ew m ethod i s deslitned to
end all ditllcult b reathrng, all wbeeziug, and
all t hos e terri ble paroxy s ms at · ou ce and for
all time.
This free o ll'er is t oo important to neglect
a single o:a y. W ri te tod a y and begin the
method a t o n ce. Send no mcrney . :Simply
111uli coupJJn below . Do lt 1' odtt y.
-..

~

.

F REE ASTHMA COUPON
FRONTIER AS'. rHM.A CO ••
Hoom 684 T .
Niai;ara and Hudson Sta.,
B utl'a l o, ' N. Y.
Sen d free trial of your method to:

{'

I,

•
I

